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Taxation With Representation Will Be Influencing
Factor In Kentucky Elections
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Maine tot a medical celebrity

First Lady Greets
Poster Child

weight, despite normal food which accounted for hert
intake. Her skin was gray and dehydrated condition.
Debra received cortisone by
dry, her eyes sunken and she was
daily injections at first, then
desperately weak.
every third day. She began to By United Press International
dad's
In adrenogennal syndrome an respond.

STONINGTON, Me. (UPI) —
The high point of four-year-old
Debra Hutchinson's day comes
each afternoon when she tosses
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leftovers from
her
lunchbox to the seagulls
enzyme or body chemical
swooping around his lobster
She now takes it orally every
Today is Wednesday, Oct.29,
to produce cortisone is missing.
boat moored off Stonington.
day and will for the rest of her the 302nd day of 1965 with 63 to
causes
ofcortisone
Lack
Debra's bubbling good health
life. She also must take a follow.
hormone
obscures the fact that she was imbalance in the
salt-stabilizing steroid daily.
The moon is between its full
system. This stimulates
born with a rare, inherited
Because her progress has been phase and last quarter.
overproduction of androgens,
defect that nearly killed her
so remarkably normal in spite of
morning
stars
are
which can cause masculinization a potentially fatal birth defect, The
before it was diagnosed.
Mercury, Venus and Jupiter,
female.
the
in
Her parents, the Eugene
medical experts from all over are The evening stars are Mars
Debra's body chemistry
Hutchinsons, however, are
interested in the case history of and Saturn.,
lose salts,
keenly aware of their good defect caused her to
the little Maine coast girl.
On this day in history.
fortune in having her at all.
Recently Debra appeared
In 1918, units of the German
Before she was born, they had
with Dr. Lambdin before an fleet at Mel began a mutiny in
lost two babies, one born
audience of 200 specialists demand for peace negotiations

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
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or Public Voice items which, In our opinion, are not for the best
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prematurely and one with the
same condition as Debra.
A medical conversation
overheard by chance and long
hospitalization with Financial
aweistance from the Hancock,
County Chapter of the March of'
Dimes are reasons Debra is
making it.
Her future depends on
continuous, careful balancing of
medications.
Shortly after her birth, Dr.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TIMES FILE

attending a medical genetics with the allies.
course sponsored by the March In 1923 Turkey became a
of Dimes and the Johns Hopkins republic.
Medical School at the Jackson
In 1929, the stock market
Research Laboratories in Bar collapse continued with billions
Harbor, Me.
of dollars of open-market
While the facts of her case values wiped out.
appealed to their intellects, the
In 1940. Secretary of war
courage and personality of this

adorable little girl in the blue
dress embroidered with "My
Heart Belongs to Daddy" had
truly won their hearts. As one
scientist put it:
"The clinical details are
important but actually seeing, in

Little Paula Jean Hill, one day old infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Franklin Hill, died yesterday at the Murray Hospital.
Judge Waylon Rayburn will be the guest speaker at the Hazel
Morris A. Lanibdin, chief of
WOW family night dinner meeting.
pediatrics at the Maine Coast
will be guest speaker at the annual
Mrs. Bertha McLeod
Memorial Hospital in Ellsworth,
day to be held by the Calloway County Homemakers organization
heard the doctor who delivered
November 6 at the Murray Woman's Club house.
Debra ctiscuming her puzzling
Mrs.Richard M.Nixon,honorary chairman of
The Kirksey Methodist Church is holding an all day homecomMuscular Dystrophy
Associations of America, gives a *arm reception to
ing at the church on November I.
MDAA's am- symptoms
bassador-at-large, national poster child Holly
They compared notes and
Schmidt.
The little
girl from Saginaw, Miehigan—ehose elfin
charm captivated the discovered that Debra had the
First Lady, as it does everybody who meets
her—represents the same symptoms as the earlier
tens of thousands of children doomed, like her,
to
ability by the progressively crippling disorders of increasing dis- Hutchinson baby who died.
the neuromuscular system. MDAA is seeking the medical
"If something isn't done
solution for these
disorders through its worldwide research program,
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
financed by quickly," Dr. Lam bdin said,
contributions to the March Against Muscidar Dystrophy.
"this baby will die, too. It sound
like adrenogenital syndrome."
The support prices of Type 23 dark tobacco were announced
Debra was referred to the
today by Holmes Ellis, general manager of the Western Kentucky
Ellsworth hospital the next day.
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
By then she had lost nearly a
Hazel lost to Farmington, Lynn Grove beat Fulgham, and Kirkpound and a half of her birth
sey beat New Concord in basketball games last night.
Dr. W. E. Baackburn, head of the physical science department
at Murray State College, was elected president of the Kentucky
Academy of Science meeting at Richmond.
"This is possum hunting weather. Persimmons are ripe", from
the column, "Seen Id Heard Around Murray':

Dr. Abe Silverstein

20 Years Ago Today

ENDS TONITEA

DOWN CONCORD
WO'

"MY SIDE OF THE
MOUNTAIN"

_ Bible Thoughtfor Today

By Estelle Spleeland
This changing time gets confusing. I wish when we set our
clocks, they could stay one way
or the other.
The world is confused. About
the time we think we have
found substitutes for sugar,
tiole substitutes are thought
dangerous, and are withdrawn
from shelves.

I will love thee, 0 Lord, my strength. — Psalm 18:1.

There is no higher expression of our gratitude to God for all
He has done for us than the response of love.

BRUCE T. LUNDIM la new director of NASA's Lewis
Flight Research Center in
Cleveland as of Nov. 1, succeeding Dr. Abe Silverstein,
retiring, Silverstein played
a key role in creating Projects Mercury and Apollo.

ill
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Henry Stimson drew a number
from a fish bowl and the
nation's first peacetime draft
began.
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'My dad who lived to be Al-"ism- The men were ciiseuesisg
changes time has brought. Dress'
most 98, thought he had wor•1••••••4 ehmeol• M AUDI:110N FILMS
considered
once
customs
Ca
ries, but his problems were and
how to get enough meat, butter, wrong are tolerated now
PERSONS UNDER 17 NOT ADMITTED
sugar, and essential foods for People forget to "Do unto
his family. He had never heard others as they would have e
of vitamins, diets, air pollutions, others do unto them" when S.
and the many things which they trade something defective
teset the people of this age. to their neighbor.
Then followed Bro. GalliHe never heard of Retirement.
more's sermon on "Sheep
either.
And the world seems smaller, Wolf Country". The pastor retoo, now that we have neighbor minded us that Christians were
etruaneetty
boys in once unheard of Viet- as sheep being watched by
wolves. Our language, our acts, "WHOLLY ABSORBING AND INTRIGU
nam.
We even 5eemed a safe dis- our every day lives are watchLNG!!REFRESHINGLY OFFBEAT AND
tance from Ann Arbor, Michi- ed.
CHALLENGIN
G, WITh RAUNCHY
cf
mindful
more
us
Made
gan. Notorious for its cold murHUMOR AND POUNDING ACTION!"
ders, until recently. Lloyd Matthew 7-14 "Because straight
Spiceland's daughter moved is the gate and narrow the way
—BOB SALMAGGI, WINS.F1DIU
there. Her husband, Stanley De- which lcadeth unto life, and
v110111151,/410C414fl iiItmodkrams
line, is doing Arthritis Research few there be that find it".

STOMPERS"

0000iciry

"BOTTOMLESS" CRACK OPENS IN HOUSE A "bottomless.'
crescent-shaped fissure that ripped through the living
room
of one home and extended 80 feet down a bluff
overlooking
the pacific Ocean in San Pedro, Calif., is
examined by a
fire chief. The crack may have been precipitated by
recent
Southern California earthquakes, it was said.
TWO 'QUAKES HIT CITY OF 45,000—Nearly destroyed Banjo
Luka, a city of 45,000 in Yugoslavia, is spotted on the map.
The city was hit by two major earthquakes in two days.
The second was felt in Belgrade nearly 100 miles away

in the University of Michigan
REPEATERS
Kentucky's Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee reported
a study it made of 14 drivers

cently in various sections of Hospital there.
the state shows nearly half preWe attended church at Mt.
viously were involved in acci- Carmel near Concord Sunday.
dents or had been arrested for We enjoyed hearing Clyde Roinvolved in fatal accidents re- serious traffic offenses.
berts teach the Sunday School

A MODEL CITY FOR THE RETARDED

We drove around by Paris
and on through Murray to see
as much autumn scenery u
we could, but also saw an injured motorcyclist awaiting an
ambulance, then came on by
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
where a former Stewart County
boy, Stanley Hick's son, was one
of three bodies there. So it's
always sunshine and shadow
here, all through life's story.

The Fall Festival at New
Concord was a hilarious success
We are so glad that for civilized people the Halloween sea-

A 200-acre site on U. S.
27 in Pulaski county will,
by late 1971, be the home
of Kentucky's new Comprehensive Residential Train.
ing Center for the Retarded
at Somerset.
Gov, Louie B. Nunn looks
at the first scale model of
the facility which represents the most advanced
concepts of group and family living for the retarded
in the United States. Its
cost, will be $9,650,000. It
will have living quarters
for 456 residents and will
employ about 350 persons
under an annual budget of
up to $3 million.
"The new Somerset facility is a small, self-contained
city," Gov. Nunn said. "It
will have full medical, education and social services designed, hopefully, to
bring the retarded individual back into the mainstream of life . . . and to
make him, within his capabilities, a productive hUman
being."
The complex will be the
keystone of the Department of Mental Health's
state-wide program for the
retarded
It replaces the
antiquated Frankfort State
Hospital and School, and is
part of the administration's $25 million state-wide
building program

son is for harmless enjoyment
instead of harmful and dangerous tricks.
Hubert Pittman sawed for
Erewood the last of the huge
old oaks which grimed the Concord school grounds for about
a century.
By the time this is printed it
will be election time, no doubt,
for November 4th will come
quickly.
As Darrell Shoemaker said in

his column, "It's a shame for
the people to have to decide
between two men of such char
acter and ability for state representative, as Guy Lovins and
Max Hurt."
Another way to look at it is,
we are fortunate in having men
of such caliber willing to accept
such a responsibility
One man was my teacher.
One man is my brother.
The one who wine will need
to pray the prayer of Solomon,
"Give me now wisdom and
knowledge that I may go out
and come in before this peo-

ple"
And may both remember the
poem:
"I know there are no errors in
the great Eternal plan,
And all things work together
for the final good of man.
I know when my soul speeds
• upward in its great Eternal
quest,
I shall say as I look backwards,
Whatirv•r woe

_
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a child like Debra, what can be
achieved with today's medical
knowledge reinforces the

conviction that we must work
even harder to save and protect
more children who come into
the world with birth defects."
(Illustrated).
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Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority Has Meet
Saturday Evening

•

Dad, keep out
of son's hair!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: How can my husband tactfully tell his
father that he doesn't want anymore homemade haircuts?
Due to the rising cost of haircuts, my husband and his father
have had a reciprocal hair cutting arrangement.
My husband has been putting up with "bowl jobs" hoping
his father would notice and heed his suggestion of going
back to a professional barber, but it hasn't worked out
that way.
We are now sorry we ever heard of "HOME BARBER
KITS" and would be more than willing to pay the going
price for a decent haircut. Please help us. My husband
doesn't want to hurt his father's feelings, but he just can't
take any more home barbering.
NO NAME, PLEASE
DEAR NO NAME: It's mighty sweet of your husband to
be so considerate of Ids father's feelings, but there is a soledoe to his problem. He must say, "Leek, Pa, you're a wonderful father, but a lousy barber. Let's stay oat of each
other's hair from now on. The barbers have to live, too."
DEAR ABBY: Our marriage is in serious trouble.
Shortly after I married, I found out that my husband lived
with a friend with whom be had a homosexual relationship.
I didn't forgive OR forget, even tho he assured me that it
would never happen again.
I worried myself sick every time he went out or came
home late from work. We saw counselors, doctors, and a
priest tao said little other than it was something that he
would have to fight all his life—like alcohol. That didn't
comfort me much. Anyway, I don't think he has any more
such "affairs," but he doesn't want much to do with me
either. Bathing, perfuming, and looking sexy doesn't do a
thing. After 11 years of practically no sex life I have been'
tempted to go out with other men, but that would be a
terrible thino to do to my two children. My marriage is
messed up enough already. Please give me some advice.
Maybe some of your readers know more about this subject
than I do. Sign me . .
"TROUBLED OUT WEST"
'DEAR TROUBLED: My authorities au this subject tell
me that homosexuality is "teamed." aid este be —me
learned" IF and this is a big "IF") the patient is properly
asetivated, which most of them are not.
Year husband is bi-sexual, which need not preclude him
hem being a good husband.
Your words, "I didn't forgive or forget" leads me te suspect that your unforgiving attitude shows, and is driving
year husband away.
Your oaly hope is to insist that be see a psychiatrist;
otherwise your marriage doesn't have a very rosy future.
DEAR ABBY: My Alvin and I haven't been married
very long and now he has asked me for a once a week
night "out" with the "boys." I will let him go if you say it
is all right, Abby, but I wonder if maybe it could be dangerous.
ALVIN'S BETTY

The Woodmen of the World
Sorority, Tau Phi Lambda, Omicron Alpha chapter, held its
October dinner social in the
Community Building on Saturday, October 25, at six-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
The center was decorated in
the Halloween motif. Table decorations were prepared by
Carolyn Sexton. Original decorations throughout the center
were by Helen Spann.
Pumpkins were given to the
winners of the games who were
Shirley and Fred Morton and
Sid Jobs. Mrs. Morton also won
low on one game and was presented an orange ribbon by
Jean Richerson. Tying for second place were Glenn and Jean
Richerson and Dale and Helen
Spann.
Carolyn Parks was chairman
of this month's social. Serving
on her committee were Shirley
Morton and Loretta Jobs.
Enjoying the ham dinner
were Dale and Helen Spann,
Fred and Shirley Morton, Max
and Carolyn Parks, Glen and
Jean Richerson, Roy and Glenda Smith, and Sid and Loretta
Jobs.
•• •

Bro. and Mn. Kimbro

Bro.& Mrs. Kimbro
To Celebrate Their
Silver Anniversary
Bro. and Mrs. Jonathan D.
Kimbro of Murray Route Three
will celebrate their silver
wedding anniversary with an
open house at their home on
Tuesday, November 4, from
seven to nine o'clock in the
evening.
The couple was tarried nu
November 4, 1944„.. .by RCM
Lloyd, Wilson.
Mrs. Kimbro is the former
Miss Dorothy Hurt, daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs Albert
Hurt. Bro. Kimbro is the son
of Roland Kimbro and the late
Mrs. Bertha Geurin Kimbro.
The couple's children, Brentia and Teresa, will be hostesses
for the open house. All friends
and relatives are invited to attend

&

TIMES

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

— 'MURRAY, KENTUCKY

• •

Phone 753-1917 or 753-41147

Rainbow For Girls Miss Marilyn Grayson Becomes Bride Of
Leslie Houston In Lovely Ceremony
Hold Initiation
At Regular Meet
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall on Tuesday, October 21, at seven o'clock in the
evening.
Markovich,
Paulette
Miss
worthy advisor, presided, and
Miss Betsy Riley, recorder,
read the minutes.
welcomed
Introduced and
were Barbe Keel, Grand Christian flag Dearer; Patricia Evans,
grand representative to California; Joyce Winchester, past
grand representative to Vermont; Lynn Watson, past grand
representative to Kansas; Betsy Riley, past grand representative to North Dakota; Sandy
Partin, past worthy advisee of
Hopkinsville Assembly No. 42;
Brenda Newberry, worthy matron of Murray Star Chapter No.
433; Ralph Morris, priest Murray Chapter 92 Royal Arch Masons and master of Murray
Council No. 50 R. A. M.
An initiatioo was held with
the degrees of the order being
conterred upon Lisa Morris,
Linda George, Vickie Kalber.
are, Nita Atkins, and Janet
Newberry.
Those present were Cindy
Welch, Connie Niccum, Linda
Showman, Paula Cook, Barbie
Keel, Marilyn Lasater, Patricia
Evans, Joyce Winchester, Irene
Futrell, Paulette Markovich,
Vickie Cathey, Barbara Sledd,
Betsy Riley, Donna Knight DeMr. and Mrs. Leslie Houston
nise Kalberer, Lesa Robertson,
(Photo by Love)
Sandy Partin, and the four new
initiates.
Adults attending were Mrs.
Miss -Marilyn Grayson and State University. She plans to
Frances Churchill, Mrs Lillian--Leslie Houston were married teach school the following fall.
Robertson, Mrs. Euldene Rob- un 'Saturday, October 18, at the
The groom presently is eminson, Mrs. Eloise Keel, Mrs. home of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton ployed by the Murray Division
Twila Coleman, Mrs. Nell Mark- E. Jones, Murray Route Four of the Tappan Company where
ovich, Mrs. Dorothy Attkiseen, The bride previously taught he has worked for the past
Jack Attkisson, Fred Keel, school Flushing, Mich.. where eight years. He is the son of
Williams, Berebert hhe resided for the past five Mrs. Florence Houston of /fur.
George
Newberry, and Ralph Morris. Years. She is the daughter of ray Route Three.
The next meeting will be Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Grayson
Rev. Hal Greene of the Cape
held on Tuesday, November 4, of Newburg, Missouri. The Bible Chapel in Cape Girarat, seven p.m. at the Masonic bride plasm to begin work on a deau, Mo., performed the douHelL
master's degree at Murray ble ring,ceremony held at fpur
olclock in the iftrnoon in The
family rocm of the Jones' beautiful new home. Immediate
members of the family a nd
close friends were invited as
guests

TWA, if444 Whatha
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Ann-Margaret Who Starred In "Bye-Bye
Birdie" To Do TV Special December 5
men hadn't selected her to play
By VERNON SCOTT
UP I Hollywood Correspondent a rebellous graduate student in
a contemporary drama, the
entire complexion of her career
HOLLYWOCID (UPI)— This
the kind of town Hollywood is: would have been changed.
As it is, the youthful actress
An actress makes a couple o
"A" pictures and they bomb is getting a second shot on the
carousel at grabbing the golden
Thereafter she Is consigned
"B" pictures, a televLsion seri ring,
If she has the talent to hang
or marries a guy with a lot o
In there, Ann-Margret will
money and sulks around
become a major star, If not—
mink and diamonds.
back to clubs, television spetown
of
kind
HollywoodTla ls : the
cials and "B" pictures.
Is:
Ann-Margret starred in "Bye
Bye Birdie," her first movie, in
1963, It was the beginning of a
A garden almanac for 1970,
new and promising career. But prepared in cooperation with the
she made 16 other films, none New York Botanical Garden and
of which challenged "Sound o printed in color, includes a
Music."
hanging wall calendar with
Soon she was being offered illustrations of flowers, plants,
second-rate quickies. Her hus- trees and birds. There's also
manager, Roger space for writing in daily notes
and
band
Smith, refused to allow his wife or appointments. An unusual
to accept them, knowing onc feature on the inside cover is a
she had established herself
revolving fingertip dial which
the cheapie market the chances contains descriptions and
color
major sketches
of
another
landing
of 16 house plants,
picture would be ail,
together with recommended
Hollywood is like this, too:
exposure and correct methods of
staniBoeynatiKrdeamOerfferssigned Ana.
propagation and cultivation.
There also are instructions for
Margret to co-star with Anthomaking a windowsill herb
ny Quinn in "R.P.M.," a new,
garden, a coffee-can bird feeder,
big-budgeted movie. Since then
Ann-Margret has had a half- a potpourri, an indoor garden of
succulents, and other useful tips
dozen bonailde offers for "A"
for the home gardener.
films.
(Hallmark.).
"They're a bunch of sheep,"
haired Swedish
a!
ird
the aulsott
beauty
"I guess now I'm the first
The first fresh idea in a long
girl to have two careers while time in electric fans is one
she's still in her 20s. I haven't shaped like a ball and set into a
done a picture here in two pedestal for the more
years. I concentrated on my conventional table top or desk
nightclub act and two televisi
top use. The ball enclosure for
specials.
the fan can be removed from its
"I don't want to do mediocr pedestal and hung on a wall. The
junk, but I don't like being idle concept of the fan blades and
either. So Roger and I had a lot motor set with a chrome-plated,
of arguments about whether I wire ball is an idea with practical
should do some of the pictures functions. The manufacturer
that were offered."
says air flow is created in
Smith, a former actor h
practically a full circle. Three
self, patted his wife's hand. "I unusually broad blades, eight
was worth holding back. In th inches, further increase the
next year Ann-Margret will star overall efficiency. Air speed is
In three major films. Not onl estimated at 510 fee per minute
that, we have her secon and volume of air moved is 500
special coming ip in December cubic feet per minute.
and It's the best I've ever seen.
(Hitachi Sales Corp. of
"There were 118 specials last America, 48-50 34th St., Long
year so there's really nothing' Island City, N.Y.).
special about them anymore.
* * *
We have Ann-Margret dancing,
on the freeways in the middle'
of the rush hour. We've also got'
Splashing new colo
Dean Martin and Lucille Bri411 go-togethers that mix with waive
doing sketches."
to create every hue and tacit
Ann-Margret said the Dec. 5 imaginable are
part of new
special is titled "From Holly- color-coordinated eye
make-up
wood with Love," and explained kits. To make things even
more
why.
colorful, the shadows are
Bright
View
•
compatible with the liners and
"It's popular these days to can be blended
together to
knock Hollywood," Ann-Margret brighten, lighten, add iridescence
said. "Our special takes a look or create an unlimited array
of
at the bright side of things."
eye fashion shades.
The brightest of the bunch is
(Max Factor & ('o.,
Ann-Margret's future. If Kra- Hollywood,
Calif.).

The bride wore for the wedding a lovely white lace street
length dress fashioned A-line
with flared long sleeves. Her
DEAR ABBY: This is for the lady who wrote to you
shoulder length veil of illusion
about the engineer's wife who was so lazy that she left her
was secures) on a high satin
•• •
dirty dishes in the oven. Thanks a million for the idea! I'd
mounting. She carried a bridal
bouquet of white carnations
been leaving mine right out in the open for everyone to see
centered with a purple and
until I read that.
ANOTHER ENGINEER'S WIFE
white orchid for her going away
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? Fer a perusesl
corsage,
reply write to Abby, Box €5700. Los Angeles, Cal. Weetl, and
Miss Luella Copper of Caps
Girardeau, Mo., younger sister
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
of the bride, was the maid of
Hate to write letters' Send ti to Abby, Bee Men Las
honor. She wore a golden yel.
Wednesday, October 29
Angeles, Cal. NMI. for Abby's booklet, "How to Erb. Letters
low lace dress styled similar to
The last ladies day golf will
the bride's.
ter All Occasions."
be held at the Oaks Country
Donald Houston of Murray,
Club with Betty Thompson as
Napkins are folded in man add 14 pounis — Mrs. Patricia younger brother of the groom,
golf chairman. The ladies will
by Sue bask feed Cossuttant
different
ways to create an ef- Everett, Courthouse, Benton, was the best man.
meet at 12:30 p.m. for the gen
fect. Why not fold them to hold Kentucky
42025
Telephone The delightful floral arrangeera! meeting.
the silverware for your next 527-6601.
• ••
ments for the ceremony and re• ••
buffet meal. There are four
ception were made by Mrs. CloThe ladies day bridge will
steps involved in folding a
When tieing packages for vis Jones and Mrs. Iva Brandon.
be held at the Oaks Country
F,xxl priceN are a major concern of every homemaker I know
By PATRICIA MC CORMACK pint-sized reactions to the Club at 9:30 a.m Mrs. Joe H. "Buffet Server" napkin. 1. Fold mailing, wet the string before Shades of gold and yellow dalIt may he surprising, especially when you count your own pinin
half
with
open
ends
at
top.
it.
As
using
the
string
dries,
it hias and mums were used for
experiment may answer adults Allbritten, 753-6589 or 474-1202,
money, hut government statistics tell us that women control
2 Fold down open top to middle will often shrink just a little
NEW YORK (UPI) — Teach- who object to computerized is the bridge hostess.
the beautiful arrangements.
of
fold.
3.
Turn
face
down,
fold and thus get tighter. — Mrs. Mr. and Mrs Houston chose more money than men do That puts us in the position to do
•••
ers can stop worrying about Instruction as being "impersonnmre economizing.
over four times from left to Maxine Griffin, Federal Build- to
spend their wedding trip in
Thursady, October 30
computers shoving them into al, dehumanizing, mechanised_
right.
4.
Turn
face
up
and
place
Clinton,
Tilt' 14'll'e of almost everything
ing,
Kentucky
42031.
The Day Apart tarogram for
has risen. But happily, food
the Great Smoky Mountains NaChildren reacted to the compuranks of the unemployed.
silver in pocket, — Mrs. Mild- Telephone 653-2231.
tional Park at Gatlinburg, prices have gone up leas than most other things. I'll gladly acthe WSCS of the Paris District
The authority for this states ter eeletleilanY."
red Potts, La Center, Kentucky
•••
Tenn., where the fall colors and cept the 35% increase in food prices in twenty years when I
will be held at the Good ShepVaried Reactions
ment A batch of New York
42056 Telephone 665-5671.
TOWELS AND LINENS — hues are beautiful this time of notice that that rise is compared with an 85% jump in medical
Among emotions were love, herd United Methodist Church
City school children who have
•••
costs and a 52% increase in rent costs.
It's color all the way in today's the year
been using computers for 18 hate, or a combination of both: at 9:30 a.m.
Legs have become such an ire towels and linens. Never before
• ••
The
couple
is
residing
now
at
I'll never economise on nutrition. But cutting down food cost
— Love. "The terminal is my
months.
portant part of fashion today have designers had such a heyThe Murray Association f
home on Murray Route is not the same thing an cutting down nutrition. A
Oh, the computers help the best friend. I know it likes me
beef dinner,
With the appropriate hose they day with brights hues and their
Three.
figusing an average serving of 11 ounces. when purchased readychildren learn faster, more because it always gives me Childhood Education Under Six can be made to look snore splashy patterns.
Bed
and
bath
to-serve
will cost almost 60c a serving. But home prepared it
definitively and at their own extra time for my problems." will be held at the Robertson shapely, thinner, longer or items coordinate throughout, Out of town guests were would
he less than 45c. And the home cooked food is full of
Deede Thornton of Cape Girarp.m.
best speed of comprehension.(She calls her computer Clyde) School at 7:30
shorter.
There
are
several
types
•• •
with matching towels, blankets, deau, Mo., Bob Davis of Charle- greater food values.
of stockings available which sheets, and bedspreads —
But the computers have quirks. — Hate. "If the computer
be
Saturday, November 1
Here's one meat. dish that will show you what I mean about
And they need teachers to help were a human being he would
can decrease the size of a leg. they bold stripes, romantic flow- ston, Mo., and Mrs. Gene RobertThe
annual
homecoming
cutting food costs. It's inexpensive and a great dish for a
The wetlook stocking and iri- ers, or architectural motifs. son of Kirksey.
them.
be a boring person because no
meat
dance will be held in the Stuin a hurry.
"If you ask me," one secood one likes a person who always dent
Union ballroom from eight descent colors cause the eye Soild-color mates are available adhesive to the towel Lace in
grader wrote about her compu- has a time schedule and shows p.m. to 12:30 a.m. Two bands
too.
the desired pattern. The adheHAM BURGER JIFFY
ter, "if computers were people no
mercy tcnrards anyone will play. Admission is $aso to see the area where light
Another boom to design is sive is said to not affect the
strikes
the
leg;
the
areas
to
or animals they would always else."
increased
use
of
the
jacquard softness of the towel. — Mrs.
per couple and is sponsored by
be having heart attacks."
—Love-Hate. "I think the the Inter Fraternity Council either side of the shine fade weaves, which produce intri- Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple
in importance. A vertical stripe
Costly Test'
terminal doesn't like me. Each and the Panhellenic Council
of will also slim a leg. In general, cate towel patterns unavailable Street, Murray, Ky. 42071. TeleHer computer "Ls always time I go, it puts down MSLL
medium to dark colors tend to through any other means. To- phone 753-1452.
•••
breaking, Is crazy, Is a pest and different answers and I get in
•••
slim. The leg can be made tc wels made by this process are
the 80's, My father yells at me
costs a lot of money".
MONEY MANAGEMENT -look more shapely or heavies reversible.
"I like you because you can't and says— 'You should have got
Other news in towels is Why do many adults have such
in white stockings, opaque hose,
scream at me or put me out 100,' but if he had gone to the
fishnets, geometries or pastel shearing — trimming the loops a difficult time managing mothe door and you an't move a (computer) terminal he would
or bright colors. The short leg to provide a [soft, velvety effect. ney' Simply because many did
bit because your (sir:) nailed to be nervous."
Hugh Wilson of Murray Route can be made to look leer if A relatively new process in the not have experience and trainSome critics turned to verse. One has been dismissed from the color chosen is continuous industry, shearing reduces ab- ing as a child in money manthe floor. And when I get tired
of you I throw you in the Sample: "I saw a computer the Western Baptist Hospital, from the waistline to the shoe. sorbency because it shortens agement. Every child should
di•
*
crying; I slapped his space bar Paducah,
dump."
— Mrs. Catherine Thompson, the terry loops. However, the have an allowance, however
•
•
.4•
41
•
0
6
,
44
46
.:
The reactions of students to and knew he was drying."
P. 0. Box 270, Hickman, Ken. luxurious feel of sheared to- small it may be, to spend in his
an V6'41
'
-4
And an obvious genius wrote
—
•46
computers come from Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Workman turay 42050. Telephone 236- wels seems to outweigh the ab- own way. Sooner or later when
40,111 11;
an 10
••
• •
"computer,
he
I
enjoy
you
discovers
very returned home Monday after a 2351.
sis
sorbency factor in the eyes of
something he
Shelley Urnans, coordinitor Of
s
••
•
wor an•
•••
Innovative practices in educa- much but you're much too visit with their son and family,
the consumer, for the poplarity wants that costs more than he
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Workman and
Salt and pepper to taste
tion for the New York Lily slow."
You may gain a pound, 3500 of sheared towels is growing has, he will see a need for con- 1 pound hamburger
children, Laura and Owen, of calories, every 26 days from a
1 package broad noodles (8 ounces)
What does the future hold trolling his spending in order 1 medium onion, chopped
schools. With the assistan e of
fine
2-small cans tomato sauce
Rock Hill, South Carolina, and sweet roll or doughnut at the for towels? Manufacturers have to save for what he wants. HavRCA Corp, and some funds
their daughter and family, Mo. daily coffee break if your body just introduced towels with fus- ing a money plan will enable 3 tablespoons. tat
U.S.
Office of
the
frail
and Mrs. Milburn Dunn and doesn't use the extra calories ed and flocked designs. Fused you to control how you spend
Education, she supervised the
1% lieu wood is seasoned, the daughter, Patty., of Atlanta, Ga.
but stores them as fat. If you patterns adhere to the face of Your income and will let you hr "ii meal and onion fiat in good si
installation of the ZOO teletype. direct effect of the loss of
skillet, turning fn.moist
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on package,
like terminals in schools here on le the stiffening said strength- The
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WSM—•
cha-inel I
Channel S
Channel s
WEDNESJAY EVENiNt. PROGRAMS
x-6:30 p.m., Ch. 4 DAME BAKER guest-stars as a Boston

reporter who comes to Shiloh in search of stories and the
slayer of her late husband.

6..03 News, Wes, r

New, Men
www.,Sews; *Mr Sets,
Thg„....Gien Campbell The Flying Nun
Goodtime Hour
Ctshl* of Eddiel Caere
The eeyerty HilibilliesRown 772

Wes

.tO the diroinom
00 The Virsinian
30 The Virginian

.0
I

x-8 p.m., Ch. 4 THE BRASS ARE COMIN*! HERB ALPERT
and the TLJUANA BRASS play their top songs and spoof
it up with guest star PETULA CLARK!
di
CP

.70 T'braa f/Ar'411 Spe4241Meekca4 -Coolor
30 T'iu'n• Br's% So'c'elMedical Center

*4.o*,
"The Rare Breed"

p.m., Ch. 4 An ex-convict due to return home from
prison vows vengeance against two citizens,and BRONSON
FINDS HIMSELF INVOLVED! MICHAEL PARKS star.
‘lt
A
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11
12
1

70 Then Came Bronson Hewett

Movie
30 Then Came Bronson Hawaii Prone
Five-0
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.30 News nTh, SDIIt ,
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37 Tonight Show
The Mery Griffin Show AAowle:
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00 Tonight Show
The Mery Griffin how Movie
:03 The Untouchables
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The Joey SWOOP ShOAS
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The Jeer Bishoo. Shy.
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Country Journai
.00 Morning Show
-PS News
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7 30 Today
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1 1I
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.10 Name Dropper,

Where the Heart Is

Bewitched

Search trw` Torrcrrew That Girl
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The Noon Snow
News: Sloane Cony Dream House

AM
1,
L. :30 The Noon Show
.00
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:30 he Doctors

As The World Turns
MOOT SPIendoreci Thing
The Guidon° I ohi
• :OD Another World
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The Edge of Night
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Letters
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2
.00
7
30 To Tell the TrutnGillosan's 1,1and
T e Clock
Moyle:
:30 lath Avenue South
"The Tattered Dress"

4 •

Let's Make a Deal
The Newlywed Game
The Dating Game
General Horoital
One Cite To Live
Darli Shadows
Flipper
The Etiverly urinating

Love Lucy
ABC Evening Neves
South Mcvie
Brinkley
',BS Evening New. Dick Van Dyke Show
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rib Dean Martin Show
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#0 00 Nows 55th, ; Seer'sNews Wow
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:00
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x-Paid advertisement

NE%
YORK (UPI)-Paul
Simon and Art Garfunkel, one of
he most popular of the modern
musical teams, will have their
ben one-hour special on the CBS
illetworic

30. The

how, featuring their own compositions, is heingtifind àgaiiiU
various backgrounds, including
Simons home in New Hope, Pa.

Movie
The Jeer Bishop
The Joey Bishoo
The Joey Bishop

Show
Show
Show
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TV CAMEOS: Lloyd Haynes

Is Lloyd the Thinking Man's Jim Brown?
By MIL HIHMER
THERE IS a certain similarity between Jim
Brown, who may turn out to be the movies'
first black matinee idol, and Lloyd Haynes, costar of "Room 222," ABC-TV's new series
about high school life—they look a bit alike,
ruggedly handsome and both played football,
although Lloyd never reached anywhere near
Jim's heights—but at second look, the similarity is pretty superficial.
Where Brown seems always to be smoldering,
with a short fuse and the bemused "evil" look
that he sends out occasionally (Haynes, a friend
of Brown's, says it's strictly a put-on, Lloyd
is no less serious about acting, but he's more
easy-going, literary, artistic and almost pedantic.
• • •
"I TAKE IT day by day," the genial Haynes
says, "and I feel comfortable, at last, in what
I'm doing. You know, I tried other things. I
studied electronics engineering at San Jose
State, I was a designer and technical illustrator
at Bell Helicopter and I was even a production
manager on TV programs like 'Celebrity Game'
and 'Holiday Squares.' But I always was a little
restless—until I started acting, and it seemed
to be my bag."
In "Room 222," Haynes is Pete Dixon, an
American history teacher in an average integrated high school, perhaps something like Hollywood High. "It deals with kids' problems and
teachers' problems," Lloyd says, "and I think
It looks like a good, true show. Although. I
haven't had any reaction of my own to my personal work. Maybe I've been working too hard.
I suppose one of these weeks I'll lean back and
try to be objective, to see if I'm good or bad."
• a •
HAYNES DOESN'T DRINK—and thereby
hangs a background tale that's unusual even for
an actor. As a youth, he worked in a South
Bend, Ind. funeral home run by his father and
uncle (railroad porters who operated the mortuary almost as a sideline), and he saw so many
gruesome, fatal auto accidents due to alcohol,
when he went to pick up the corpses, that he
swore off booze.
"It was an experience for a young man," he
says reflectively. "I remember my first hatchet
murder. I went to get the body and slipped on

1•••••
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• Shadow Stripes
• Pin Stripes
• Multi Stripes
• Small Checks
• Large Checks
• Multi Plaids
Popular oxford weave
fabric blended of
50% polyester and
Li
50% cotton fibers MEVNEEDS IRONING. Al have
button - down collars and
long
sleeves.
Distinctive
stripes and checks in pastel
blue, yellow and green on
white. Sixes 14 to 17 ... sleeve
lengths 32 to 35. Buy now for
Christmas giftsi
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goeBev
s'. -erly is up by 6 a.m, when
the CBS-TV series is shooting.
She gets breakfast started for the
rest of the family and is off to
Studio Center only five minutes
down the mountain. The morning meal is completed by a live-in
housekeeper who cares for the
children.
She usually is home in time
to prepare dinner for the Crank
clan --a chore in which she
delights. Beverly is particularly
fond of experimenting with new
casseroles.
Because she dresses in
modest, middle-class housewife
wardrobe in the series-playing
Fred MacMurray's wife- Beverly
chooses more daring things for
her own closets.
She is addicted to miniskirts
which, she says, pleases her
husband.
Mrs. Crank also is fond of
diamonds, a fact that does not
overwhelm Crank with joy.
On weekends the family stays
home, usually relaxing in a
spacious garden filled with
swings, teeter-totters, playhouses
and the like. They refuse to
have a swimming pool installed
until the youngsters are older.
Occasionally the family will
drive to Santa Barbara to escape
the smog.
When Beverly is working shri...
does very little entertaining. But
when the schedule is light she
will invite'two or three couples
in for dinner -most of whom
have nothing to do with show
business.
Beverly is convinced she is
the happiest wife in Anit-rica
because she and her husband
never have a crositsetrd:'

r

•11.• I•••••• 1••••••••,.••• w.••• ••••••

,

"I did a pilot film with George Gobel that
didn't sell," he recalls, "and I had a part in a
'Fugitive' episode. Then I had some small parts
until finally I decided to pass up the little-ones
and try for the brass ring, the choice roles.
Result: for eight months, the jobs stopped coming at all.
"Finally I got some movie work, in 'Ice Station Zebra' and a good cameo role in 'The Mad
Room,' and then I tested for 'Room 222•—and
got it. I can't complain at all; after all, I'm
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As predicted, Dick Van Dyke
returns to series duty for CBS.
Plans call for a weekly half-hour
situation comedy show in the
tentions of Hawaii, coral beaches
By VERNON SCOTT
1971-72 season, just 10 years
UPI Hollywood Correspondent and the echo of guitars. Beverly
after the debut of his firsi
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)- didn't like it, so she changed the
series, which went five years
The new series will be entirely Beverly Garland, the interloper decor to Spanish, adding Latin
of a bride on "My Three Sons" colors and furniture.
different from the old one.
She tired of the Spanish inthis season, is a happy if harried
* * *
fluence and is now redecorating
housewife off-screen.
The NBC special with Julie
Beverly is Mrs. Fillmore n old English antiques.
The result is startling-a mixAndrews. due Nov. 9. has been Crank, the wife of a building
retitled "An Evening with Italie contrestor. They live high atop ture of Japanese, Spanish and
Andrews and Harry Belafonte" the Santa Monica mountains English furniture, paintings,
us-as-to-include the name of her near Mulholland Drive, the colors and atmosphere.
co-star.
famed lovers lane.
"It drives us a little mad,
Originally the home was built Beverly says, "but it blends.
-Jack Gayer
Beverly has brown hair,
as a Pacifica hideaway with prebrown eyes and stands 5-feet,
4-inches tall. She is shapely and
a mother of a daughter,
Carrington, 5, and a son, James,
13, who is called Big Jim Crank
by his parents.
The family is rounded out by
Toto, a Shih Tzu dog; three cats
named Garmore, Purry and
Caesar; an unnamed parakeet;
and a parrot who doesn't answer
to the name of Moses.
Beverly is giving the parrot
talking lessons an hour a day by
turning on a tape recorder that
repeats endlessly the phrase,
"Pretty Boy:" So far Moses
just eyes the machine suspiciously and refuses to utter a
syllable.
"If he doesn't talk soon.Beverly threatens. "out he

for S6

t

3, 1869.
-OPERIVG NIGHT

1869, Edwin Thomas Booth surpersonal tragedies triumphantly.
His wife and literal Juliet to his Romeo, Mary Devlin, had died, leaving him
with a daughter to bring up. Next, his
younger brother, John Wilkes B., had assassinated President Abraham Lincoln, and
Edwin's career was brought to a halt, despite absence of evidence he was implicated in the brother's conspiracy. Two years
had passed before Edwin could reappear in
roles which had attracted audiences across
the 'United States and England. Then a
fire—possibly arson—destroyed the Winter
Garden in New York with all the Booth
company's scenery, costumes, and scripts.
Not daunted, Booth set about raising
money for a new theater that he determined would be the most beautiful in Amerca. He succeeded in finding loyal supporters in the enterprise and Booth's Theater
was opened in 1869 at 23rd St. and 6th
Avenue, New York, with a performance of
Romeo and Juliet. Revivified in spirit, Booth
married a Mary McVicker. "The seasons
1869-1874 at Booth's Theater were an epoch
in the history of the American stage,"
wrote a biographer, who continued, "But
Booth had no head for pecuniary details, his
business associations were unfortunate, and
the most artistic theater in America met
financial disaster during the panic of 187374 . . . Booth paid off his debts but his career thenceforth was to be that of a traveling actor without a permanent theatrical
home." He remained subject to threats of
violence because of his brother's foul deed,
and without comfort from Mary McVicker.
For she became insane.
CLARK KINNAIRD
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•
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Playbill of theater named for him decorated (at
top) oith profile of the actor in costume for role.

(C.

still learning my trade . .. day by day."
• • •
PHILOSOPHICAL, outdoorsy, musical the
plays six and 12-string guitars and sings occasionally at night clubs) and athletic, Lloyd says
his goal "is, simply, to become a better person.
And I do this by finding out who I am, because
I'm going to die by myself—no one can help me
with that—with my own thoughts and anxieties."

Coin collectors recommend
restoring antique coins that have
toned or tarnished by rubbing
them gently with moistened
baking soda. Rinse in cold water,
dry with a flannel cloth and
store in an air-tight container.
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This is Pet. Dixon, the history %ocher in
"Ream 222"-alias Lloyd Haynes, who once
worked in a South Bend funeral horn. and
new is ems of TV's brightest newcomers.
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a pool of blood and fell. And after autopsies,
I used to clean up and even help sew up the
cadavers. The experience stayed with me a long
time."
Lloyd has been acting now for three years—
and for a while it was an inch-by-inch affair.
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OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SERVICES

JOB PRINTING:
Programs and game schedules
IMEN SIGNATURE
Statements, Work orders, contracts
Ilin
Envelopes, letterheads.
Personalized Stationary, Napkins, Christmas Cards
Wedding Invatations, Informals
Campaign Cards, Business Cards
Printed Labels, Price Tags, Gift certificates.
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If you need something printed See Us.
OFFICE SUPPLIES:
Paper: We carry a c,omplete inventory of Bond, Mimeo,
2nd sheets, Carbon, Beaverland and Poster.
Pens: Pencils and Refills:
Available in all the leading Brands.
Tapewriters: Dyno and Scotch, hand and desk
models. 1 /4
to 1/2 tapes in assorted colors
BOOK-KEEPING SUPPLIES:
Ring and Post Binders, all sizes, (WJ) (BP), Account
Work Pads, Ledger Sheets. Single and Double Entry
Ledger Books, Cash Books. Journal, Time Books. All
in minature or regular sizes. Complete Bookkeeping
systems, for Farm and Home.
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OFFICE FURNITURE:
Desks, Chairs, files, typing stands, rollaway files
and filing supplies. Since our storage space is small
we have only a limited number of filing cabinets on
hand but we can order furniture from HON, ALL STEEL,
COLE etc,
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OFFICE MACHINES:
We carry a complete line of Victor Champion Adding
machines and the new Victor Tallyrand Home model.
It would be impossible to list our large and diversified
stock in this ad but if you are in need of something for
your office Come In and see us, if we do not have it in
stock we will be more than happy to order it for you.
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Computers Help
Teachers Learn

11/6
mail Booth surpersonal traglet to his Rod, leaving him
up. Next, his
,s B., had asaas-

V.

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
(UPI) - Teachers in Appalachia
are learning the new math
through a computer-assisted
study course in their own area.
The teachers, moat of them
homemakers and mothers, are
unable to leave home to attend
in-service courses at summer
institutes or advanced university
courses.
So the Pennsylvania State
University and the Appalachia
Educational Laboratory,
Charleston, W. Va., are bringing
the course to the teachers.
The computer Assisted
Instruction Laboratory at Penn
State arranged for each teacher
to be assigned a computer
terminal in the program center
at Dryden, Va. Each student can
advance at his or her own rate of
speed.
The program first was tested
two years ago in Williamsport,
Pa. Additional programs are
planned for other sites later in
the year.
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THE PETER PRINCIPLE-Laurence
J. Peter and Raymond Hull
THE KINGDOM AND THE
POWER-Gay Talese
THE MAKING OF THE PRESIDENT 1968-Theodore H. White
BETWEEN PARENT AND TEENAGER-Dr. Haim G. Ginott
JENNIE-Ralph G. Martin
ERNEST HEMINGWAYCados Baker
AN UNFINISHED WOMANLillian Hellman
SS CRAIG'S 21-DAY SHAPE-UP
PROGRAM FOR MEN AND.
WOMEN -11,Imorie Craig .
PTIVE CITY-Ovid Drmaris E MONEY GAME-Adam Smith
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America's number one energy source is petroleum.
•* *
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- INNERS 45C BACON
REELFOOT

DELMONTE
Pineapple/Orange
P ineapp le/Grapefruit

GL ASS
FOR

SLICED SMOKED JOWL

OLOGNA

DRINK

BACON.iptg. 69c1

3„Sp()

FIELD

9

Pimento

HAM SALAD

S U

WITH BEANS

$ oo

10 2

OZ. CAN

FOR 1

Or
10-oz. pkg. 29°

riERRIES
ifitYAi

Old South

Pkgs $1

Acres
pkg

2 Pkgs 3q 4I'

S

BEANS 9 oz pkg.

3gr

Frosty
liireiEETABLES 10 or. pkg. 2 Pkgs
39e

— - 2 lbs.

4-lb. bag 39e
e
5-lb. bag 49

Pkgs

CHERRIES
3
A0N3

SHOWBOAT
BUSH CHOPPED

TURNIP
GREENS
COOKIES 135c
9
4
Aummiprire

PORK BEANS
15 OZ.3F029
CAN

NABISCO
OREO CREAM
SANDWICH

New Crop

P
r1 alt)hi.nE
Florida Ruby Red

Frossy Acres

r

2c 490

PORIO CHIPS39c
POTATOES
and Golden Delicious

z

1.39c

BUSH RED nIE
PITTED

9 Oz. TWIN BAGS

PIE SHELLS,2in Pkg.)— — _ _ 3 pigs 79e 1441474
4A

3

1 LB. BOX350

(I Doz. in
Carton)

3049c

SPECIAL PACK

_40

CRACKERS

LUCKY
PIES

Noodle

KELLY's

CHILI

Cheese

MRS. HUBBARD'S

_
Chicken

PARKERS

FLORIDA JUICY

ORANGES _ _ _ DOZ. IN BAG 390

8
39
049c

SUNSHINE

CAMPBELLS

15 OZ. CAN

2 L65

IN THE PIECE LB

Field Finest Sliced

46 Ozsx Can

BUTTERY FLAVOR

12 OZ. PKG.

OLD FASHIONED PICNIC BRAND

PURE VEGETABLE

EssoN
011

ALL MEAT

Frosty Seas

Coll

Quality

COUNTRY STYLE
PURE PORK '2 LB. BAG

18 OZS

CUT

Can
'
t

The

Wise Buys in Meats

,Oefla

PORK

ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW

Your Welcome Wagon
hostess has gifts and
helpful information
for you.

You

LEAN TENDER

KRAFT

BROCCOLI SPEARS

Match

You

OAK ReCUTLir
LB
49
ETS

10 OZ. JAR

Music Scores!
UNIVERSITY PARK,
Pa. (UPI) - Penn State
basketball coach John
Bach plays recorded music
during practice, on bus
trips to and from germs
and even in dressing rooms
before games. The music
ranges from Sousa marches
to soul music. The aim:
to relax and put the
players in the mood. "I
guess you'd call it musk to
get psyched up by," says
the coach.

or across town...
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California issucd 2,247,200
Nailing licenses last year, more
than any other state.
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YELLOW SOLID

Traffic accidents involving bicycles claimed 700 lives in the
United States in 1968.
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THE GODFATHER-Mario Puzo
THE ANDROMEDA STRAINMichael Crichton
l'HE LOVE MACHINEJacqueline Susann
THE PRETENDERSGwen Davis
PORTNOY'S COMPLAINTPhilip Roth
NAKED CAME THE,STRA NGERPenelope Ashe
ADA OR ARDORVladimir Nabokov
PLACE IN THE COUNTRYSusan Gainham
EXCEPT FOR ME AND THEEJessamyn-Wesf
-7-THE GOODBYE LOOKRoss Macdonald

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

director who attended Murray
LjiI nismAri LIMN
State during the Offerman - Or
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4•Dewsted
ACROSS
chestra heyday.
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article
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deny
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then
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55 Peel,
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tempest
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after
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33-Fondle
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59-Till, of respect
ruler
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35
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1937.
32-Chinese
60 Pretii three
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36-Symbol for
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34 Attempt
No dance was complete withtellurium
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63•Period of time
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36
NI Seamen
out such tunes as "Goody, Goospeech 67 Near
of
50-Figure
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41 Symbol tor
69 Symbol for silver
Ball,"
52 Weird
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of
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South
R.
Williams
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47-Unruly &tad
"In the Mood," to which the
of the Year
49-Worthless
dancers applied the st40s of on the right, as he received a Sterling Salesman
leaving
Award from B. L. Earnhart. Director of Marketing for Hess
Unwanted plant
the Dipsy Doodle, the Big Ap- Si
health
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feed
Ohio
medicatio
Ashland,
Uoiserrnoit pert
54
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&
ple, and the Jitterbug.
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rer.
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Frequently there were battles
543-Golf mound
30
Williams, who Is the distributor relations manager for
59-Brook
of the bands. Two bands would
d for
62$. in debt
recognise
was
ern
States,
the
in
Southeast
Clark
&
Hess
of
end
each
at
square off, one
LeRoy Offirman Orchestra
64-Sun sod
OFFERMAN ORCHESTRA TO REUNITE AT MSU — The
his outstanding sales work during the fiscal year ending Jun*
the dance floor, and take turns
65•Man's name
hold a Homecoming Eve
will
1939
until
1936
from
who
University
salesmen,
State
&
Clark
Hess
Murray
other
at
seven
and
that played
66-He Nest
playing for the dancers. Dur- 30, 1969. Hit
Orchestra as
Offerman
the
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above
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the
31
of
October
68-Foray
reunion and lam session at MSU
this era, nationally famous w•rit similarly honored, will servo as members
ing
(Front
right;
to
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are,
s
hometown
e
70 Tsar
It appeared in 1936. The members and their present
dent's Council, and advisory board which helps coordinat
bands such as those of Isom
fiddle (Kingsport, Tenn.);
71-Hereldry
relations with the firm's dealers, distributors and their liverow) Paul Bryant, piano (Lexington, Mass.); W.Pcpe Johns-•n, bass
also
Juergens
Dick
and
vetted
Jones
(Benton,
vocalist
Pace,
poultry producing customers.
and
:Paul Antibus, drums (address unknown); Mrs. Margaret Trevathan
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special
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in
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were
Moines,
Iowa);
(Des
saxophone
West.
Eddie
Tenn.);
,
-Ky.); Bill comer, saxophone (Memphis
dance nights.
DOWN
saxophone (Tuscon, Ariz.)
LeRoy Offerman, director (Evansville, Ind.), and Wayne Burdick,
The Offerman band often trs let in Benton and trumpet play- just before the dance started.
and
Ill.);
(Decatur,
trumpet
,
'Thompson
John
1-Unedorned
Ky.);
(Benton,
trumpet
Coulter,
(Back row) Joe
veled as far north as Herrin, er-vocalist for the band, recalls
Bryant arranged the band's 2-Babylonian
Morris Cartor, trombone (Urbana, Ill.).
deity
111., where they played many one snowy winter evening when songs and composed many himtime.
Saturday nights in the old the band almost lost all their self. He is now with a pub- 3-Vessel's
curved
Taking over for Cannon was White City dance hall. They instruments.
lishing company in Boston, and
planking
29
Sr. by !Tithed attire vnalicate. inc.
LeRoy Offer-man, a lanky, big. went as far south as Memphis, By this time the band had a holds a doctor's degree.
Kankafooted freshman from
Tenn., into northern Arkansas, trailer for their epment.
Twelve of the 29 charter
kee, Ill. For the next three and northwest into Missouri for Somewhere on the way to Ful- members of the Phi Mu Alpha ed or left school. When Offer- drift across the campus as they
just over 1,years. he directed and managed engagements
ton, where they were to play chapter at Murray State, which man graduated in 1931, Bill did in 1939 when
Stacking their instruments at the women's clubhouse, the formed in 1938, were or had Shelton of Mayfield became the 000 students were enrolled. And
the band and played trombone
occasionally.
cn top of Offerman's old panel trader parteci company with the neen members of the Offerman leader of the band, and it be- perhaps for a moment, in the
proThe hand, consisting of brass, truck, the band would jump in car. Backtracking, they found Orchestra.
Moines,
Des
,
University
Drake
came "The Bill Shelton Band". midst of construction and
By Johanna Comisak
and rhythm and per- and set out for a dance. SomeState's
,
Murray
woodwind
in
prescene
Alpha
a
Mu
Phi
gress,
first
The
middle
Orchestra
the
in
Offerman
Iowa.
sitting
Other
As the band struck up its
was primarily times the old vehicle broke the trailer
the
A dinner for the band mem- cussion sections,
of the road on the crest of a sident — Morris Carter of May- members betweee 1934 and history and one so vivid in
familiar theme, "Fate Denied
Bemajors.
music
of
on
boys
the
be
composed
with
t
'trending
will
of hundreds of alumni
trombonis
a
down,
minds
families
was
—
field
their
and
include:
bers
1939
coeds
hill.
pretty
the
My Love"
play- lonely country roads until passHoliday Inn in Mur- tween 10 and 14 members
the band. Today, he is assistaat
Rex Inglis, RW Carrier, Bill can be re-created.
snuggled into the arms of their held at the
band each year.
"If a car had come over that to the dean of music at the Uni Parrish, Arvid Larsen, Usher
the
No
with
p.m.
ed
7:30
ersby would give them a lift.
at
beginning
ray,
traidates for one last "no break"
that
hit
Dr. Darnall says they some- hill real fast aad
the jam sessversity of Illinois at Urbana.
Abell, Dr. W. Pope Johnson,
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan
number, and the stags headed one knows when
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Woodcocks are shorebirds inknow only that ton High School, was the only road-side ditch and run
, Sanford David, Gil
Written by the band's great will last. They
inet, saxophone, and flute, Thompson
Coulter said.
tucky,"
warm.
keep
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habiting
road
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blow."
down
Paul
"gonna
McClure,
they're
Colaianni, Floyd
female vocalist to sing with the
pianist Paul Bryant, the song
It was fortunate that all the wrote the poem which is read
swamp thickets of the easter)*'t
JimRichard Farrell, chairman of hand, although several of the After week-night dances, they
Burdick,
Wayne
i
AntIbus
signified the end of another
department,
y made it back to the band members could jUil mu- each year to open the campus my Mae, 11. I Carter, Bud United States and Canada.
also doublet...ea.-vocalists frequentl
evening of dancing to the mu- the MSU music
ts. men
in time to grab sic, for they seldom found time musical production "Campus
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Mu Alpha.
first time they saw
Tuscaloosa -wrs AlabaMa.!a high -school band director in "- son a- night was big money for class.
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when Offerman passed it out one the band members graduatDarnall, who played saxophone department of Phillips ChevroOnce again, however, the sheet music.
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and clarinet with the band. He
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is now a music professor at
will drift across the campus winded on some hith
by Charles M Schulz
s
woodwind
Peanuts®
MSU
when more than 40 people, who someone among the
and
"Most of us played to help
played or sang with the band will blow a few sour notes,
at one time or another during the drummer may have trouble pay our way through school.
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The get-together resulted ly-awaited reunion.
continues.
The Offerman Orchestra rose
The band played for Sunday
from a meeting a few weeks ago
between Offerman, now a dis- to campus fame with the gra- 2fternoon tea dances and atter
night football games. Either for
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State
Murray
Band.
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piny at Evansville, Ind., and his Lee
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Offerman Orchestra Of 30's
To Have Reunion October 31
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YOU GOTTA BE OUT 0' YER
BLARSTED SCALP, PAL-- CALLIttr
ME WHAT CHAUFFEURS
A ROLLS t40106 A

THE GAME'S UP, YOU
SWINDLER. AND UNTIL.
)(01.1 PAY THIS
WEEK'S BILL—

/

YOU'RE CONSIDERED TO
BE pgaratsw WELL,
HAve YOU GOT THE NiCe&Y- PRECISELY
$1.567.66 ?
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After3years,
the car thatcost the least costs the most.
The official Used Car Guide is full of little surprises.
To show you what we mean, we've pitted one 1966
Volkswagen against 7 popular 1966 compacts.*
Back when they were spanking new, the popular compacts sold for an average price of $610 more than the
Volkswagen.
You'd be amazed at how unpopular they've become in
3 years.
The some compacts now sell for an average of $201
less than the Volkswagen.
Of course when you stop and think about it, this really
isn't surprising at all. How appealing is a car that looks 3 years old? Compared TO one that never looks old?
Or a car that gets about 14 miles per gallon? Compared
to one that gets about 26?
Or a car that takes lots of oil and water? Compared to
oil and no water?
one that takes a
The official Used Car Guide is full of foregone conclu-

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
800 Chestnut

./

already
the new
Meas.

Murray, Ky.
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by Al Capp
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Dr. Otis A. Singletary, pres- of alleged political activities by
&pent of the University of Ken. Its
director.
lucky,
tucky, was directed by univerThe Governor stated the inforsity trustees at the suggestion mation being prepared for subof Gov. Louie B. Ntuni, chair- mission to Congressmen will
man, to draft a legislative pro- show 0E0's "failure to follow
posal on merger of UK and the guidelines established by ConUniversity of Louisville for congress, waste, unreasonable adsideration by the trustees at a ministrative costs, political acspecial Nov. 7 meeting.
tivity and program abuse."
The motion adopted by the
trustees Tuesday called upon Si- MAN OVER COMPUTER
ngletary and Dr. Woodrow M.
Strickler, president of U of L
In a Kentucky Court of AppeaLs
to use the necessary "staff and decision on "man vs. oomputer,"
legal assistance in dealing with the court upheld a $7,000 damage
such matters as:
award to John T. Swarens of
"The name of the (merged) Jefferson County from the Ford
Institution, structure of the boa- Motor Credit Co. which Swarens
rd, duties and responsibilities claimed wrongfully reposessed
of the new administration, fund- his auto because of a computer
ing, and other such matters that mistake.
may arise in the course of disSaid Appellate Judge Scott Recussion."
ed: "In this computerized age,
After acting on the Singletary- the law must require that men in
Strickler proposal, the trustees the use of computerized data
will forward it to the State Coun- regard those with whom they
cil on Higher Education and to are dealing as more important
the Legislature, which meets in than a perforation on a card."
January. In preparing recommendations for the 1970-72 state
budget, the council said it need- Business ns
ed to lolow merger plans by Nqv. For Education
7.
NEW
YORK (UPI) While colleges and universities
:HANGES VENUE
at one time looked to individual
wealth for major support, it's
A temporary order obtained now American business that has
by the Whitley Fiscal Court in moved to the forefront as the
Franklin Circuit Court that re- nation's top. ,vintributor to
strained the state fire marshal higher echicatiOn. -By 1970,
from closing the courthouse at according to an • F. W. WoolWilliamsburg on the grounds it worth executive, corporate conis unsafe for public use failed tribution to colleges and unito shake a similar opinion held versities will approximate
by Whitley Circuit Judge Pleas a billion dollars a year.
Jones.
W. R. Harris, vice president
So, the judge accepted an in- for merchandising with the comvitation to hold this October term pany, in a commencement adof court in the City Hall at near- dress at Young Harris College,
by Corbin because "the court- noted that since 1950 the eduhouse roof leaks, the walls are cational contributions of Ameribulging, the plaster is falling, can business have assumed an
the floor is buckled and the increasingly important role "as
odor is unpleasant."
a substitute for the bounty of
individual philanthropists."
NE OF TWO
In 1950, he said, it was estimated that corporations conGovernor Nunn has made his tributed $50 million to colleges
Iposition clear on the two pro- and universities. This rose to
posed amendments to the state $140 million in 1959, to $200
constitution that will be voted million in 1962 and to $300
on Nov. 4.
million in 1968.
He said, "I cannot support
* * *
the annual sessions amendment
at this time." He had said previously he would supporthe
amendment to assess farm lahd Men's Shoe
on the basis of its use for farm Output Up
purposes.
NEW
YORK (UPI) "I am persuaded," said the Men's shoes have come a long
Governor, "that the undesirable way, but they've still got a long
features of this proposal" - to way to go.
have regular sessions of the
That s the way MeinhardLegislature each year instead Commercial Corp. describes the
of every two years - "far out- progress men's shoe production
number its advantages."
has made in comparison with
Because-of the demand on a women's shoe output in the
member's tin*, he said, annual past 10 year.
sessions would present "a real
The financing and factoring
danger that the present quality subsidiary of C.I.T. Financial
of the Legislature would be re- Corp. notes that men's 1968
duced. "He asserted the added shoe production of 129,035,000
expense would be prohibitive. pairs rose 27.3 per cent over
Adding sponsors of the ame- 1958 whereas 291,641,0(k pairs
ndment indicate they seek great- of .women's shoes represented a
er continuity for the Legislature, gain of 7.7 per cent since then.
the Governor said be thought this
already had been attained through
* * *
the new system of interim committees.
A MAJOR RESOURCE
1

10

Capp

I

POWER
OMR
N/5TS
TELY

"Kentucky's Rivers a Major
Resource" was the'
theme and
James Shropshire, State Commissioner of Natural Resources,
told the Kentucky Development
Committee at General Butler State Park, Carrollton, that "Kentucky's abundant water resources put this state in a position
to be envied by most of the other
states."
Pointing to the huge population
increase now under way and protected in the United States, Shropshire said "water-rich areas
In the country, like Kentucky,
all they humanly can to
ease the water supply avails."
*If we do a good job, he assert"our state will enjoy phenomenal growth" in lobs, in educational facilities, in income - "in
almost every way that improves

The Bite
NEW
YORK (UPI) The average American family
will pay $3,927 in taxes this
sear, according to an estimate
by the Tax Foundation, Inc.
The Foundation estimates total.U.S. tax collections for 1969
will be about $247 billion.
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j OLD FASHIONED
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Members of Congress were ur
ged in letters by Governor Nunn
to delay action on extension of the
national war on poverty until he
has a chance to document alleged
abuses in the program by the
Office of Economic Opportunity
(0E0).
"I will not be a party to the
waste of the taxpayers' money,"
the Governor said recently when
Informed 0E0 had denied his
request that funds be withheld
from a Kentucky project because

29c
49c

FRESH SLICED

FRESH

KELLY'S

BREAST
LB. 59c
THIGHS
LB. 59c
LEGS
LB. 59c
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LB. 29c
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SAVE
70c
WITH OXYDOL COUPON
:
FOR THIS AD CLIP COUPON
& BRING TO LIBERTY
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT '

Halloween Special

i do

—

& TIDIES

THE LEDGER

ey's Puree

Lt3.19c

LIBERTY COUPON

CONCERTGOERS

- - Accompanied by Andre Previn, the
father ofThe child she is expecting. actress Min Farrow
irrives for a coocert marking the opening of the new,
Juilliard School of Mush - in
New York City.

LIBERTY COUPON SAVE 70c
OXYDOL 2 Large Boxes 8c
With Coupon, & 55.00 Pur.
Exc. Dairy & Tobacco Prod.
This Coupon Good Only
At LIBERTY Mkts.
This Coupon Not Goo d After Nov. 4th

LIBERTY COUPON
50 TRADING STAMPS 50
With This Coupon And .
53.00 Or More Purchase
From Our Drug Rack.
Void After Nov. 4th, 1969

100 TRADING STAMPS 100
With Coupon & 55.00 Pur.
Tobacco & Dairy Products Exc.
Limit I - Per Family
Void After Nov. 4, 1969

____—

Cities and urbanised counties are inadequately financed, public
ether education finances are inadequately "policed", and "policIn this era of ever-increasing
ing" provLeions for campaign financing are not adequate, three of
prices for everything and the
the Legislature's interim committees have been told.
emphasis upon production and
Steps are being taken to close a loophole in the state's corrupt
production efficiency, let's take
practices act to provide for better reporting of political gifts and
s look at what the farmer is
expenditures. Another legislative committee is considering strendoing production-wise . . and
gthening laws to provide for better coordination of expenditures
what he's paying in production
for the state's colleges and universities.
costs.
But, the proposed answers to the primary dilemma of cities
The average U.S. farmer is
and counties revenue sharing by the state or more permissive
producing over 20 per cent
taxatices are not as easily provided.
MORE on 6 per cent FEWER
In a "brainstorming session", designed to gain ideas on
acres — than in 1957-59. OutCombining a unitized design, rattle free and spacious bode,y,ith an overhead cam
problems and solutions to problems of urban counties, the Legisput per man hour on the farm
engino,
Independent rear suspension and front disc brakes, the Datsun 2-Door and 4lature's Interim Committee on Cities heard a suggestion for comhas increased 82 per cent durDoer Sedans incorporate features on much more expensive cars. contemporary dosign
plete study and overhaul of laws governing financing of county
ing this period. And by 1967.
plus 25 miles per gallon make the Datsun Sedans leading economy cars.
"GLORIOUS TRADITION"- Retired Maj. Gen. Carl C. Turngovertunents, primarily to provide revenue sharing. Kenton County
one U.S. farm worker supplied
Subcomraittee
Investigations
Permanent
tells
the
Senate
er
/tete James pressman was a principal spokesman for counties.
the food and fiber needs of 43
In Washington- that when he suppressed information on al- Glenn Lover; chief executive officer of the Kentucky Municipal
persons — or for 20 MORE
opersergeants
in
among
kickbacks
and
misconduct
leged
property
tax
rollback
law,
1965
!league, called for repeal of the
persons than in 1957-50.
the
preserve
U.
S.
to
was
acting
he
service
clubs
ating
ethich froze the revenue of local governments at that level, except
Extensive studies by the U.S.
Army's "glorious tradition."
for two permissable 10 pe rcent increases. Lovern also asked
Department of Agriculture —
for liberalized annexation laws, exemption of cities from the
and especially a close-up ices
state sales tax, repeal of limitations on salaries of elected city
increasing prices farmers pay
officials, and for authority for cities to make expenditures up to
for goods and services necess$ 2,500 without taking bids.
ary to production — provide an
Other speakers called for strengthening of local governments,
insight into the decreasing net
income for them. The index of
which by necessity would have to come by passing local option
prices paid by fanners for comon suggested changes.
Miss Mary Winders, 609 Hesmodities, interest ,taxes, and ter Hall, MSU, Murray; Mrs.
Rep, Walter Baker, R-Glasgow, has asked the Legislature's
wages increased by TWENTY- Rose Bryan, 1302 Wells, Murray;
taterim Committee on Education and the Legislature Research
EIGHT (28) per cent from 1967- Mrs. Linda Haskins and Baby
Commission to study ways of putting more teeth into state laws
organs
in
the
thunleY"
litical
Should organizations contri59 to mid-1969 This compares
for coordination of public higher education. He said sufficient
campaigns although its exemption is based with a rise of SEVENTEEN Girl, Rte. 3, Hickman; Mrs. Clae
authority is needed by some agency to curb possible unuecessary buting to political
tax-exempt stat- on "education". By assessing (171 per cent in the overall con- udy Cherry, 501 Olive, Murray;
and costly duplication of both academic and building programs. enjoy Federal
each union a monthly "condtri- sumer price index and a TWEN. Mrs. Peggy Ray and Baby Boy,
A similar study by the Kentucky Government Council is under way. us?
bution" based on the local's fY-FOUR (24) per cent increase Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Patricia
BenRepresentative
says
No,
• Baker cited enormous increases in public higher education
Johnson, 115 Spruce St., Murray;
membership, COPE provides in retail prices of food.
Georgia.
Blackburn
of
jamin
liedgets in recent years. He cited duplication of University of
Brittain, New Concord;
of the in- funds for campaigns and proppercent
86
say
No,
Bluntly, that's ELEVEN (11) William
Louisville's Kent School of Social Work by University of Kentucky's
owners poll- aganda, the bill's sponsor char- per cent MORE cost to the far- Master Benny Stubblefield, Rte.
business
dependent
new School of Social Professions, if U of L comes into the state
ed by the National Federation ges. COPE is generally credited mer for commodities, interest, 4, Murray; Ronnie King, 421 So.
system as proposed.
of Independent Business on with a major role in Hubert taxes, and wages than the over- 12th St., Murray; Miss Laura
The committee also was asked by the Council of Independent Rep. Blackburn's legislation to Humphrey's fast-closing finish
all consumer price index gain. Warren, 1709 Audubon Dr., MurKentucky Colleges and Universities to provide special scholar- deny tax exemption to any or- last year.
6,nd
his production costs have ray; Bethel Richardson, 1007
ships for Kentucky residents attending private colleges in the ganization
Union members who object to gone UP by FOUR (4)
which financially
per cent Poplar St., Murray; Don Barnes,
state. The proposal would cost an estimated $2.25 million over supports or endorses a eandi- the use of their dues now have
MORE than retail food prices. Rte, 4, Paducah; John Hughes,
scholarship
case,
it
$500
per
6 and 10 PM Monday through Friday
the next biennium, based on an average of
little recourse. (In one
date.
It's no surprise to report that 311 So. 13th St., Murray; Mrs.
with Chris Clark, Jerry Goad, Bob Lobertini and John Lashlee
for each of 2,000 students to fill current vacancies in the state's
The Corrupt Practices Act took 12 years 'for objecting the biggest increase for the far- Ola McClure, Itirksey; Howard
private colleges.
prohibits any corporation from members -to gain legal satisfac- mer is in taxes, but the total Irvin, 713 E. Water St., May...
MUSIC!
It was claimed that the proposed would save the state money, ,makang political contributions; tion, at the Supreme Court le- increase — ONE HUNDRED. field ; Seldon Miller, Rte. t,
through Friday
AM,
12:05
PM
Monday
6:30
since-it takes about $1,450 per year in state funds for each Ken- yet, Rep. Blackburn complains, vel.)
AND SIX (106) per cent — Almo; Mrs. Lula Dunn, Hazel.
GOSPEL
SINGING
with
Jake Hess
The Blackburn bill would pertucky student attending a state university.
labor unions which are terchDISMISSALS
may be to some. The next highA spokesman for the council pointed out that private colleges nically corporations openly sup- mit lobbying before Congress est increase is in hired labor—
7:00 AM Monday through Friday
Master
Patrick
Soloman,
Rte.
have reached, or are reaching, a saturation point in student fees, port and finance favored candi- but would sharply limit propa- SEVENTY - SEVEN (77) per 5, Benton; Authur Kinel, 404
COUNTRY JUNCTION with Don Howser
Two alterratives available are to serve exclusively more wealthy dates under the guise of "edu- ganda to the public. It is based cent. Third • highest is motor No. 1st St., Murray; Miss Melifamilies or to reduce the number of students and scholarship weaamat" programs. His legis- on recommendations of the vehicles — up THIRTY-THREE ssa Willoughby, New Concord;
Association's
Bar
programs, unless the state gives help, the spokesman said. lation would apply to any or. American
Today,'4:00 PM THE BIG SHOW
(33) per Cent.
Mrs. Linda Hopkins, Rte. 1, FaThe Legislature Interim Committee on Elections and Con- imitation, including business Committee on Tax-Exempt Or"Quantei" Id Fred MaclAurray, Dorothy Malone. Sydney Chaplin
Also possibly surprising are rmington; Roy Lee, Rte. 1, Dexganizations.
trade assOCiati011, charitable
stitutional Amendments will ask the 1970 General Assembly to
Thursday, 4:00 PM THE BIG SHOW
The politicking which is il- the increase of feed, up only ter; Miss Patricia Voyles,Woods
uo
en,C etc., to eligible
p
s. pundati
opfractices act cover
oflegislatiticwouldktno 1)01W:1m:tali:
"The Tattered Dress" Jeff Chandler. Jeanne Crain
tHREE (3) per cent, and the de Hall, Box 4, MSU, Murray; Mrs.
the
Internal
legal
under
both
exemption.
ederal
tax
fund-raising
sale of
Revenue Code and Federal Cor- etease of fertiliser, DOWN bj Doris Key, Rte. 1, Murray; MelThe proposed revision of the 1966 campaign finance reporting • Lt. would amend the internal
vin Smith, Rte. 1, Hazel; Charles
rupt Practices Act apparently SIX .(6) per cent.
ode
rohibit fi- wW continue until even strongSanders, 501 No. 7th St., Murray;
Reven
affair
Preing more than $500 worth of tickets to a fund-raising
oancing, endorsement and other er language—such as that writMrs. Dorothy Danner, 103 So.
seatly, the law requires public disclosure of only those persons support far any candidate in ten by Rep. Blackburn--is en10th St., Murray; Miss Phyllis
making outrigiat political donations of $500 or more,
HELSINKI (UPI)
Mud Chambers, 203 No. 16th St., Murany public election, the penalty acted.
Revisions also would make the law applicable to candidates for tieing loss of tax exemption for
wrestling-is-being touted as the ray ; Walter Key, 414 So. 8th
judge of the Court of Appeals, circuit judgeships, and offices four years. This would result
leteet summer sport in Finland, St., Murray; William Kitchens,
In second-class cities.
but only for professionals.
in taxes on the organizations
Rte, 1, Hardin; Mrs. Sarah CrowApplication to candidates for other offices, from the local income and loss of the chariShow business promoter Aryl der, Rte. 1, Dexter; Ewell Tinlevel to Congress, is now provided.
table deduction for those conHuhtala started a tour of the sley, 404 No, 5th St., Murray;
Proposed changes would allow any registered voter or the trenioing to the organization.
country with three female and Mrs, Aruaa Morris, 1002 Sharpe,
(UPI)
Registry of Election Finance to We an ouster suit against any
Business support for this reone pale wrestler but it got Murray Mrs. May Andrus (To
official not complying with the law. Only an opposing candidate form is so strong that the Fed- Paramount Pictures has sold out off to a poor start.
Cony. Div.), 1108 Poplar St., Murthe
Music
Box
Theater
in
now may file such a suit.
eraion poll found only 10 perDuring the first performance ray; Mrs. Essie 13rown(Expired)
The attorney general, a commonwealth's attorney, or the state cent of the business owners op. Seattle, Wash., for the premiere iè male star was sent to the 600 Poplar St., Murray.
of "Paint Your Wagon" as a
registry could bring suit under the proposed revisions for injunoapital by one of the girt wrestbenefit for the Municipal Zoo.
ctions to compel a candidate to disclose financial information
0**
required. Currently, only a registered voter may We for such press this viewpoint: 84 percent
Injunctive relief, and he can do nothing after the election in for the bill, 10 percent oppose Young Reiner in key role
it, and 6 percent reserve opinquestion was held.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
iltiLLYWOOD (UPI) The committee rejected an LRC staff proposed to lower from ion.
George Peppard will be joined
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)
Congressman
Blackburn
Robert
Reiner,
son
of
public.
actormust
be
made
donation
which
$500 to $100 the minimum
by newcomer Richard Pendry.
Lawrence Welk has been
The committee also agreed to study a proposal by the Ameri- brands the AFL-CIO Committee director Carl Reiner, will play newçd
Giovanna
for
his
Ralli and Raf Vallone
15th
on
Political
Education
(COPE)
year
a key role in "Hall of Anger."
can Party to provide that the status of a minority party in Kenin "Cannon for Cordoba."
anon by _ABC-TV.
tucky would be determined only by the vote in elections for as "one of the most militant popresident, governor or U. S. Senator, and not by voting in "off
year" elections, as the law now states.
The law presently provides that a party will be crnsidered a
minority party if it gets 2 per cent of the total vote in the pre.
ceding election, making the party's status subject to change
every election year.
James T. Fleming, Director of LRC, said information or
opinions concerning subjects under consideration by the comma
ittees may be submitted to LRC, Room 301, State Capitol, Frankfort, 40601.

Political Contributions Get
°mover On Tax Break

... FOR NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS!
FOR

A BEI 1ER LIFE FOR THE RETARDED AT 'SOMERSET

WASHINGTON - Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, reading a
prepared text at a Defense Department ceremony that called
for him to say "No public figure has gene down in history for
.
saying give me economy or give me death":
"No public figure has gone down in history for shouting give
me liberty or give me economy,"
CHICAGO - Colloquy at the conspiracy trial of the "Chicago
Eight" between Judge Julius J. Hoffman and defendant Bobby
Seale, after an outburst in the courtroom:
"The court has the power to gag you-gag you and chain you
to your chair. I don't want to do It.". Hoffman.
"The concepts that we will try to implement rep"Gag? I'm being railroaded." - Seale.
resent the most advanced thinking in group and
family living," said Gov. Louie B. Nunn about the
WASHINGTON - Rep. Albert Watson, RS. C. suggesting National new Comprehensive Residential Training Center for
Guard units be called out to patrol schools and classrooms in the the Retarded at Somerset. "We are responding to
capital:
vital Kentucky needs."
"Violence in District of Columbia schools is so widespread
The $9,650,000 complex, actually a model, selfthat teachers and students alike are more concerned with self- contained city, is being built on 200 acres on U. S. 27
preservation than education. If there aren't enough patrolmen to two miles south of Somerset and is expected to be
assure school safety, then units of the National Guard should be complete in late 1971. It will provide a home,educaactivated to do the job."
tion and medical service for some 456 of Kentucky's
retarded, and will employ about 350.people. It is
EtAKERSFIELD, Calif. - Jody Smith, a 4-year-old girl abandoned
part of Nunn's new $26 million building program.
overnight on a freeway by her parents, telling authorities how she
teeth:
lost her two front
"I fell off the bed and Daddy pulled them out with some pliers.
It hurt."
Coco signed
Mosfey in 'How did' etc.
((JP!)
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI) 110L1.11VOOD
Broad
signed
Preminger
Otto
Robert
Nlorlei
eteran actor
join
to
Coco
Janes
actor
wat
will play a wealtht European
Howard
Inisineonnan m 'Vow Did a Nice I.iza Minnelli and Ken
in "Tell Me That you hive Me.
like You (;et Into
Juni \item."

"Our aim is to do all we can to bring the retarded
person back into the mainstream of life, and to make
him, within his capabilities, a productive human
being," Gov. Nunn said.
The modern, light and airy structures shown here
are integral parts of the complex that will replace
the antiquated Frankfort State Hospital and School.

Delicious Ryan BOILED CUSTARD
for Murray State Homecoming
parties.
Get it at your favorite grocer
or from your Route Salesman.
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FINE FOODS FOR FINE FOLKSINS(111
.
11
OPEN TR 9 PM
ro

rhoad cam
r and 4a ry dmign

SMOKED

CR ADDOCK'S COUNTRY

FIELDS

PICNICS
45C
FilW*

LB

BEEF••••••

FRYERS
L. 28C

SAUSAGE
69C

WIENERS
590

LB

WHOLE

LB

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

BONELESS

BOSTON BUTT

FIELDS CHESTNUT

RIB STEW MEAT PORK ROAST
BACON
STEAK
LB 09t
6
L. S1.09
PINEAPPLE' ME
PINTO • CRACKERS- 35
SALAD
BABY
46.z
37
BEANS
FOOD
DRESSING
TOMATO JUICE
COOKIES
2L8.27
55
39
.35 ..z

SWIFTS PREMIUM
PROTEN
ORTS!
ay
ohn Lasalee

0
Li: 19

SUNSHINE KRISPY

LB.

GERBERS

DEL MONTE

MIRACLE WHIP

STRAINED

iday
er

LB.

dney Chaptm
Cram

NEL 5

DEL MONTE

KEEBLER COCONUT CHOCOLATE DROP

OT

15 02

FROZEN FOODS

FROSTY ACRES

10 OZ.

MIXED VEGETABLES

19C

RED OR WHITE
10 OZ.

BABY BUTTER BEANS
FROSTY ACRES

ORANGE JUICE
BREADED BEEF PATTIES
CHUCKWAGON PATTIES
CHAR MIN

19C

12 OZ.

39

16 OZ.

65C
69t

200z.

NAPKINS
2/25 COFFEE
COCONUT
34

BISCUITS
80z 3/20C

TASTERS CHOICE
INSTANT

COUPON

k

60 Ct.

HALF GALLON SIZE

TUBBY JUNIOR

•

14 oz.

or
STARD

VAN CAMPS

40Z. 89
0

SCOTT TOILET

TUNA TISSUE
23 2/29
PEAS BEETS KRAUT
23 2/35
19

0.

GREEN GIANT
GREEN

STOKLE YS SL ICED

0

Johnsons Grocery

Redeemable on Ly at
Expires

Nov. 4 Without Coupon /
Si .01
•
1
2 Gal. Size

FOR BABY

KR ACKLIN

10 LB.
LB.

DOZ.
LB. Pkg.

290

MUSSEL MANS

IJ

APPLESAUCE
DOG
2
/39
FOOD
PEACHES
$1.09
a CAN 290
303 CAN

25 LB

KELLY

SIMILAC
2/49

HUNTS

CHILI CATSUP PUREX
23
3/si
SOUP COFFEE TIDE BEANS
23 2/39
33 3/29.
65
13 CZ.

BUSH

303

THIS
COUPON

Limit
it 1 coupon per
bottle purchased

CAMPBELLS

With Beans

150Z.

14 CZ.

GAL.

BUSH

OLD JUDGE

NIBL
6
T
ORN

GREAT NORTHERN
300 CAN

VEGETABLE BEEF

303 CAN

303 CAN

POTATOES
BANANAS
GRAPEFRUIT PI" OR WHITE
FLORIDA
ORANGES
CRANBERRIES OCEAN SPRAY

CS AGE

Can

er
In.

FARM FRESH PRODUCE
Jonathan Red Or Golden Delicious
4 LB. BAG

PILLSBURY
COUNTRY Stile-Extra Light. Buttermilk.

FROSTY ACRES,.

•

a

12 CZ,

I CAN

L13

REG.

-••••
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in the United States nor
the so-called Mother Country, England, was the Victorian Era puritanical. On
the contrary it was an era when puritanical
restraints—except corsets--were discarded.
One can look at advertisements in newspapers and magazines then and see women and
men in underclothes, something that would
not have been allowed publication earlier.
James Laver, an art historian, and Leonard de Vries, a Dutch social historian, show
in an anthology of advertising circa 1869 and
following years, that advertising "offers a
veritible mine of information for the social
historian, both in the field of technological
advance and of moral climate."
It is made evident that after the Civil War
an ''upright gentlemanly bearing" [see
right], i.e., a suggestion of one's having been
an officer, was desirable The means of its
attainment artificially was promoted by makers as an expander of the chest, a protector
of lungs and kidneys from cold, a supporter
of the stomach.
Incidentally, readily changeable garments
now described as underwear became general
among men in U.S. as result of issuance of
these in Union Army, on insistence of Army
surgeons, for sanitation reasons.
-Belt" was favored over corset in ads addressed primarily to men, and magical therapeutic powers were attributed to electricity
before Edison produced an incandescent light.
Thus, competitors of Reast's 'Invigorator
Belt, had 'Electropathic Belt,' Electric
Towel.' There were varieties of mechanical
horses and indoor rowing apparatuses guaranteed to "exercise all the muscles of the
body without the slightest fatigue," in attainment of an upright soldierly bearing.
CLARK KINNAIRD

ILIRCONSETSDED

BY

DOCTOILS

FOR

GRNTIAMR11.

IiiincoRAToR
BELT.
1:1=AtIS

Parai.T.ENT

Besides showing off the figure and enabling the taller to ensure
aPPeorance, this combated dielt
'""
l'e •ff.
Condit is., necessity to most 111•11 for the promotios el health end
roinfort. together eith an upright soldierly been.' It "pandit
the chest It supporta the spine. and holds the figure erect It
prAoct•(ho lungs and kidriays from cold.
It ow peurt• the stomach
Dr W11..11 my. —" The /kit maids ler at by Beast s Patentee is
Litegagstagere nomileat Ii14.1101t to t ht
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FAG
COURT DAY RELIVED

DOZEN NAMED

Among the thousands who
went and apparerrUy enjoyed
the annual court day in Mt.
steeling Monday were Mn. Louie B. Num, we of the governor, and Mrs. Otis A. Singletary, wife of the new president
of the University of Kentucky.

Twelve Kentuckians
were
named to attend an 18-Mate,
five-day training conference on
ottanized aim. in Athena, Ga.,
beginning October 27. Among
the group:

CORRECTIONS PLEASE

A master plan for vocational
education in Kentucky was op
prod by the State Board of
Education for the second time
in less than three months to
correct sonie 46 defncies so
the state can receive Its share
of about $13L5 million in new
federal funds for vocational education in the 50 states.
Dr. Carl Lamar, dineclor of
the Bureau of Vocational Education, said Kentucky's shiers,
about two per cent of the total,
will enable the state to greatly
expand its current program and
develop new programa.

Court day in Mt. Sterling,
swelled to several times its normal size of 5,370 by people
who camp to swap knives, guns,
dogs, antiquest and many other
items, is a throwback to the
pioneer ear when the circuit
judge came to hold court each
quarter year

[

•

IA Speciial Purchase!
I'

GROUND
ROUND

lb.

T-BONE

$118 $408

88

"Super
Right"

lb.

Freshly

3 Lb. Pkg.
Or More
Lb

Ground Beef

RUMP • SIRLOIN TIP
"Super
Right"'

Spare Ribs

Lb

1965 01
hardtop
power.
motor,
Gold wi
and Ta;
er of 61

69t

Loin Sliced

Pork Chops.........694
Cap's /atm Breaded

Cod Or Rerch 24::99c

1966 P
door se
all pow
tian wa
automa
power s
Gulf -St
Main.

594

1959 0
door ha
er. A ri
iac stat
air and
Taylor
6th and

$1°

Pork Chops

Lb

694

Shced

Beef Liver

1965 F1
triter At
en. Che
Cain at
Corner.

Sliced

Pork Liver

294

Super Right

Skinless Weiners .
L 69
allk

BOTTOM ROUND

I/

OR

SWISS STEAK
SAT., NOV

CURB E
5:00 p.
female.
Castle,
phone c

I

ANANAS

WANT!
full tinar
Boone's

NEW CROPI

10

FLORIDA ORANGES

40

Each

1965 CI.
door Sc
factory
way se
Chief,
echani
• aylor
and

LB.

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU

Lb.

WANTE
die-aged
Poultry
ply in
WANTE
dry chit
person
era, 102

JANE PARKER

APPLE PIE
ANDWICH

L

ONLY

171450

WANTE
Root Be

39c

BREAD

WANTE
fice woi
typing
to P.O.
tacky.
DING-D4
starts e
SU for
time not
Call or
Brown, .
Road, 5
3363.

ANN
PATOMATO

10 OZ.
CAN

'SOUP

_ WANTE
er. Appl
Food MI

Ann Ise,

Ketchup

5

Nutisy

Margarine

"FREEZE DRIED"

MAXIM

OR

SANKA

5

WHITE OR BLUE

Pet Ritz Frozen

Pie Shells

Pkgs.

29

Cut Yams
Al.?

c),

s 00

Cans

111

Cent

I

5 LB.
4 OZ
BOX

French Style

Green Beans 2
Soft Ply

3

Twin Pak

Towels

Packages

100

g

NCYCLOPEDIA

Teri Towels

Pb? A i L

Si GAL JUG

CLOROX
BLEACH

294

Z.:

Coupon Expires Sat . Nov

BISCUITS

th
1
7C cnivo
.
oF
zE)
E 7
O
(O
4N_
F

IVO,

Without Coupon VI 0.1 lue
•
Limit I Coupon Per Cusiiimm

9c

•Oz.

t:::E.:i:eSetPo
litie
m: :::: :
A
r.l.
Food 15
919
°9
Without
Sank.. 11.67
40z.
mit I Coupon Per Costornor
00000000(

ILUSTRAED1.39

GOLDEN RISE

C),()q(1),'

FREEZE DRIED MAXIM
OR SANKA

Will, This Coup,,n
VOUS

WANTE
and pit
Write g

9t

Jumbo Kill

IMET19,091)

W4

SAIL
DETERGENT

2 Ct $11 00

Miss Lou

Redwmable Only At ALP

L.:ter

3 Lba. di Down

First,Cut

108

Ib.

',mall, Lean

694
Lh

Rib Steak

BOTTOM ROUND

1967 G
hardtop
all pow,
roof. 11
door h
and pc
Gulf St
Main.

Lb

Bone In Beef

(Mix or Match)

Isassinissaussasswessossiestmgmissasessistuid

* Executive Skirt Service *

3 Lb. Pkg. Or More

Red or Black
or $2.90 A Dozen

1lic ncliest Behnont Futurity
was . that of 1929 when
Wichone's victory at the New_
l'ork •track was worth S105,730.

— rem

lb. z'

Hamburger
BONELESS
BEEF ROAST SALE

to 290

Ledger & Times
'Offic
• e Supply Store!•

1
sedan.
roof, ft
.rand
re 1
air, per
vinyl 1
Gull St
Main.

1411 Olive Blvd.
PICKUP and DICI2VIIRT —
Miens 713-31U
Truly Fine Cleaning

"Super
Right"

lb.

of
SCRIPTIP
FIBER TIP PENS i

I

Phone 753-2631

COLLEGE CLEANERS

CENTER CUT
ROUND

SIRLOIN

10

•

506 W Main Street

1968 P
door
power
inyl r
air and
Cain at
Corner

•

plows us to Slash the Price

MONEY HEADQUARTERS
MO

Atty. Gen. John B. Breckinridge; Public Safety Commissioner William 0. Newman;
Charlet; L. Owen, executive director, Kentucky Crime Commission; Lexington Police Chief
E. C. Hate; Louisville Police
Chief C. J. Hyde, and Commonwealth's Atty. Frank W. Benton, 111., Newport.

All Beef

Smithwood Development
Corp., Inc., to William E. or
Lucile M. Thigpen of Detroit,
klich., two lots; Robert Dale
Pender of Kankakee, Ill., two
lots; William or Juanita B.
Rats of Blue Island, Ill., thirteen lots; Audrey E. or Shirley
F. Aurniller of Hammond, Ind_
two lots: William J. or Rather.
inc M. Davidson of Midlothian,
four lots; James B. or Wilma R. Leo of Wheaton, Ill_
eight lots; Stanley - C. or Judith
Wilrris of Memphis, Tenn., two
lots; Robert H. or Betty J
Edwards of Indianapolis, Ind.,
three lots.
Smithwood Development Corn.
pany, Inc., to Richard W. or
Dorothy Lindsey of Nashville,
lenn., two lots; H. Grady or
Melita Barnes of Jackson,
Tenn., three lots; Edward L
or Katherine Morten of Dolton,
Ill., two lots; Damon W. Bowen
of Nashville, Tenn...A:1mi lot.1
William Joseph or Vivian NI
Coffey of Rochester, Ill., twc
lots; Dona:c1 0. or Reva Gel.
singer of Granite City, Ill., two
lots; Edward T. or Alice K.
Ilaulter of Beech Grove, Ind.,
one lot; Joel M. Henson of
Gibralgar, Mien., one lot.
Jerry Roberts and Linda RoTHE OLDEST U.S. SENATOR, pithy 80-year-old Stephen M.
berts to A. B. Cathey of Paris,
Young, D-Ohio, waves from steps of the Capitol in WashTenn.;.two lots in Candlelite
ington as he contemplates retirement after this terror!'
Estates.
Bobby R. Johnson and Sara
Johnson to James Billington
•
and Shirley Billington; lot in
taksvi.simemiiiiiimksicimikaisfiibihmobssiklimakssoilmok, Plainview
Acres Subdivision.
sif
C Keniana Development Company, Inc., to Marion V. Setser
of Gary, Ind., one lot; Alex
Gajewski and Sallie Gajewski
of Morton Grove, Ill., one lot
✓
W in Keniana
*
Scenic Valley SubW
It
it division.
V
W
Calloway County Land Corn
a
C
•
pany, Inc., to Noah C. Evans
F
C Jr., and Mary R. Evans of St.
F
C Louis, Mo., one lot; Arthur
I
M.
ot
a
w and Marcella Duer of Seattle,
*
w
*
w Washington, one lot in Pine
0
Bluff Shores Subdivision.
a
Cit Circarama Properties, Inc., to
*
F
I Joe F. Lasater and Sybil Lasa
a
:ater; lot in Circarama Subdivision.
Smithwood
Development
Corp., Inc., to Thomas G. or
Catherine E. Mulderink of
Country Club Hills, Ill., two
I
lots; Eldred or Margie Labombord of Millington, Tenn., one
lot; Donna Jean McKee of Berwyn, Ill., one lot; Jack D. or
Margaret E. Graham of Oswego, Ill., two lots; George W
Calvert of Danville, fll., two
lots; William E. or Marie K.
Neuhoff of Memphis, Tenn.,
two lots.
Lakeland, Inc., to Frank M.
Griffith of Columbus, Ind.; lot
in Panorama Shores Subdivision.
John Walter Baker to John
Walter Baker and Josephine
Baker; change in title to property in Calloway County.
Jerry Roberts and Linda Rob
erts to James N. Cathey and
Frances Cathey; lot in Candlelite Estates.
Clarence Boren to Clyde Boren; 14 interest in property in
Calloway County.
William E. Dodson and Juana
Dodson to Herman Holland and
Goldie Holland; 57 acres in
Calloway County.
W B. Cole and Johnnie Marie Cole to A. B. Crass and Sal.
ly Crass; thirteen acres in Calloway County.

Murray Loan Co.

STE

What looks like a 'C' in large type above is
a 'G.' Ad for Reast's 'Invigorator,' circa 1869,
from the album "Leonard de Vries Victorian
Advertisements," text by Jame s La v er
(published by J. B. Lippincott Company).

Land
Transfers

&

(..)(Y)0

•

oiledl All 21 Volumes Buy A Volume A Week
NOW ON SALE!

Vol.1 only

49c

Volumes 2-21 only $1.49 sack

ONLY

AT

A.
•

ANTE
.I
r& '
WANTE
chine. P
_
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A'EDNESDA
NOTICE

NOTIC11

SHOP AND COMPARE

*RO
OM THE
*

Before buying color TV. Total automatic color. We can
Lop all prices. We can top all warranties.

sans=

NOME

1968 OLDSMOBILE 448 Luxury
sedan. Blue with white vinyl
roof, factory air and all power.
rand new tires. 1968 Buick Lafour door sedan. Factory
air, power steering and brakes,
vinyl roof. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main.
0-31-C

Neel S. Par $ale

MOVE NOW before cold wea•••••••••••••••••••••• ther
really gets here to stew-

*
•
+
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
SAFT-BILT
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
*
•
•
•

we have some real good houses
listed which you can have immediate poineaaian_ Buy today,
move tomorrow.
THREE-BEDROOM brick, bag
new carpeting, completely redecorated, living room, bath,
carport, dining room, shady lot,
garbage disposal and utility.
This one has a transferrable

1968 PONTIAC Catalina fourcioor hardtop with factory air,
power steering and brakes.
Vinyl roof. 1966 Toronado with
air and power. like brand new.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of 6th and Main. 0-31-C

AUTOS FOR SALE
1964 T-BIRD, good condition.
Call 436-5331.
N4C
1969 CORVETTE convertible
with both tops, red, low mileage, Kentucky tags, four-speed,
AM-FM stereo radio, power windows. Priced just a few months
ago at $5,744.00. Today's price,
$4,787.00. Priced to sell. Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., South i
12bh Street. Phone 753-2617.
0-31-C

Only Curtis-Mathes offers the pro-rate picture tube war- •
ranty. Only TV Service Center gives 18 months of free
home service.
Expert Repair Man on Color

TV SERVICE CENTER
Horne of Beiotiful Curtls-Mathes TV and Stereos
312 North 4th
Phone 753-5865

FOR SAL&

NOTICE

FRAME your sentimental pictures and valuables for safe
keeping and wall groupings. 200
beautiful frames to choose from.
3-7 day service. ALso original
gifts. The Gallery, Mayfield
Road.
N-1-NC

TIRES
!

4
„ \
.

ik

004"/V4.1 N.'
Alfiriff.
9
-‘
,....4„,,,,
,k,

OW\
t.k
,
•-•••,k,,,,t,
.•
:Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Col
•Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread•
• Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
• -Luxurious Turnpike Design
•
•
•

LOPEDIA

Reek

II each!

-sp ••••••••........****........•

•

•

VAIJEL11.1 s.IllittliT115.

• CAIN & TAYLOR
•
GULF STAT
ION

See Our Selection
•••••

•

FAMILY AQUARIUM & PET SHOP
:. 40% CLEARANCE SALE:

L

BLACK TOP PAVING;
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

Everything In Stock!

Diuguid's End of Month Specials

MOHAWK ROLL ENDS AND REMNANTS
First Quality at 33-1 3 Discounts
Save One-Third! Top Quality
Mohawk Carpet in Newest
Styles and Colors!

cr-3i-c

Trees and Shrubs
Trimmed or
Removed
Kelley's Pest
Control

NOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE
SHROAT'S

eso

CARD OF THANKS
I want to thank my friends
for the beautiful flowers and
cards that were sent to me after having surgery in the Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah. ler each and every expresMon of concern, we say thanks.
I've never seen God, but I
know how I feel. It's people
like you who make Him so reel.
I wish I might meet Him
much more than I do.
I would if there were more
people like you.
Ola Mae Adams
ITC
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank Dr. Bell
and all the nurses at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for their kind service during
the illness and death of our father.
Also to everyone who sent
flowers, food and for their
prayers.
May God bless each of you.
The Family of the late
Busier Skinner, Sr.
17,

Tagging
termite
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I
•
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ot 1 0111-:Ft 29 1969

FOUR-BEDROOM brick, has 1967 CHEVROLET Caprice, 4
NOTICE
two full baths, carpeting thro- door hardtop, Kentucky tags,
In accordance with Kentucky
power
steeriag,
power
ughout, kitchen with built-in
brakes,
Statutes, Sections 23.195 and
range, study, utility room, car- factory air. Dark blue, plastic
25.200: Notice is hereby given
1987 CHRYSLER 300 four-door
meat
covers, low mileage, $2,port, living room with sliding
that a report of final settlehardtop with factory air and
doors to large patio and even 275.00. Dwain Taylor Chevromerit of accounts was on
all power. Gold with black vinyl
drapes. Pay less than moat et, Inc., South 12th Street.
Oct. 27th., 1969 filed by
roof. 1966 Buick Skylark twoPhone
753-2617.
three bedrooms.
1969 HONDA, 450, 3,000 miles. Wells Overbey, Guardian for
door hardtop with factory air
FIREPLACE in the living room
Phone 753-8482 after 5:00 p. m. Cynthia „Maulers,
and power. Cam and Taylor
of this neat three bedroom 1967 CHEVROLET Caprice 4and that the same has been
0-30-C
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
brick. Has central beat and air, door hardtop, six-way power
approved by the Calloway CoMain.
0-31-C
recreation room, carpeting, two seats, power windows, new car TANDEM AXLE utility trail- wity Court and
ordered filed
bathe, carport, kitchen with trade In, Kentucky tags, power er, 15' x 8', electric brakes. Call to lie over for exceptions
1965 OLDSMOBILE 88 four-door
. Any
built-in Tappan appliances and steering, power brakes, factory 436-2201 after 5:30 p. in. 0-31-C person desiring
to file any exhardtop with factory air and
Is located only one-half block air, vinyl top, $1975.00. Dwain
ception thereto will do so on
power. 1967 Camero with 327
from grade achooL
Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., South LOFTY pile, free from soil is or before
motor, automatic in the floor.
the
carpet
cleaned
with
Blue
BRAND NEW and a honey is 12th Street. Phone 753-2617.
Nov. 24th., 1969 or be forever
Gold with black vinyl roof. Cain
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
this three-bedroom brick. It has
0-31-C
barred.
CHICAGO (UPI) - Some
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn$1. Big K.
N-1-C
a large living room, entray hall,
er of 6th and Main.
0-31-C
Witness my hand this 27th. creatures are carnivorous, some
two baths, carpeted throughout, 1963 CHEVROLET Impala, 4- HONDA 90,
1500 miles. Phone day of October, 1969.
herbivorous, and now there's a
built in G. E. appliances, dou- door sedan, V-8, powerglide, 753-6877.
1966 PLYMOUTH Fury III 40-30-C
word for a pest which eats
.
By D. W. Shoemaker,
new
car trade in, red, Kentucky
ble concrete drive and carport,
door sedan with factory air and
neither meat nor plants and does
County Court Clerk,
-•••••=•,----N,,,,, .. 1. ;;NN.
outside storage, large patios tags. A real pretty car, $975.00. 8MM MAUSER, Sporter, Belgall power. 1966 Chevy ll sta$250 million in damage annually
Calloway County,
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., ium made. Needs tapping for
and parches.
tion wagon, V-8 with 283 motor,
Kentucky
in the United Stated by literally
REAL NEAT is the best way to South 12th Street. Phone 753- scope. Phone 762-3844. 0-30-P
automatic
transmission
and
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C eating people out of house and
0-31-C
describe this three-bedroom 2617.
power steering. Cain and Taylor
BOY'S heavy coat, size eight,
1TP home.
brick. It has two baths, built-in
Gulf 'Station. Corner of 6th and
1969 CHEVROLET Impala 4- navy blazer, size seven. Phone
The pest is the termite, which
range,
outside
storage, carport, door sedan, 327 V-8, turbo-hyMain.
NOTICE
0-31-C
753-4494.
0-30-C
dines on wood or cellulose
living room, dining area and
accordance
In
with
Kentucky
dramatic,
power steering, lac
1959 OLDSMOBILE 88 fournice lot. It's priced at'less than
by-products of wood, and he's
tory air, Kentucky tags, one- BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. Statutes, Secticns 23.193 and
door hardtop with air and pow$20,000.
Rent or buy. Lenard° Piano Co. 35.200: Notice is hereby given "ligntverous," according to Dr.
owner,
sold
new
in
Murray,
er. A real sharp car. 1963 PontSHADY LOT and it's big. There dark green, radio, white wall Your complete music stores that a report of Final settle- David Watson, entomologist of
iac station wagon with factory
the Velsicol Chemical
Is also a four-bedroom brick tires, wheel covers, $2975.00. Across from post office, Paris, ment of accounts was on
air and double power. Cain and
Oct. 17th., 1969 filed by John Corporation, supplier of
Teen.
Less
than
300
house
0-30-C
miles.
located
Window
on
it.
The
house
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
B. Simpson, Executor Vs. Estate pest-control chemicals.
price a few days ago around
6th and Minn.
YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE . .. It will pay you to •has living room, dining room,
0-31-C
Approximately 2 million
den, study, utility, carport, car- $4000.00.. Dwain Taylor Chev- 3-YEAR OLD mare. Call 489- of Eva L. Simpson, Dec'd.,
0-30-C
And that the same has been homes get termite treatment
peting, air-conditioning, and is rolet, Inc., South 12th Street. 3252.
1965 FALCON two-door six cylcheck on the price of these tires!
ideally Located for shopping and Phorta- 753-2617.
inder automatic. 1965 \Folks-wet
ONE-11131110Ft1' frano. Call approved by the Calloway -Co- each year in this COuntry, and
unty Court and ordered a filed Americans spend about
schools.
en. Chevy, aetoo truck, $295.0k
753-5899
or see at 824 North
$45
to lie over for exceptions. Any million in every state but
TWO BE1YROOMS, living room, 1967 PONTIAC Executive four- 19th Street.
Cam and Taylor Gulf Station.
Alaska
0-30-C person
door sedan. Black, power steerdesiring
to
file
,any
exkitchen,
dining
to keep termites in their place Corner of 6th and Main. 0-31-C
area, utility
room, carport, outside storage, ing, power brakes, factory air, BOYS CLOTHES, size 12. One ception thereto will do as on underground and out of
one-owner,
Kentucky
tags,
1965 CHEVROLET Impala fouror
before
suit and coat like new. Reasonbeautiful lot. Walking distance
buildings.
door sedan. A local car with
Nov. 24th., 1969 or be forever
of schools and grocery. Poses- $1975.00. Dwain Taylor Chevro- able. thane 753-2845.
0-30-C
Inc.,
let,
South
12th Street.
factory air and all power, sixbarred.
sine immediately on this little
*hone 753-2617.
0-31-C USED AND NEW Spinet pianos
Witness my hand this 27th.
way seats. 1962 Pontiac Star
jewel.
and organs. Authorized Baldwin day of October, 1969.
Chief, four door sedan, good
ROEERTS REALTY, 305 Wed 065 VOLKSWAGEN,
red, Ken- dealer. Lollard° Piano Comechanically, $295.00. Cain and
By D. W Shoemaker,
Main Street, telephone 733-1831; iikky tags, $975.00. Dwain
Corner of Sixth & Main
Phone 753-5862
Tay- pany. "Across from post office",
aylor Gulf Station. Cornçr of
County Court Clerk,
Hoyt Roberts, night phone 753- lor Chevrcsig, Inc., South
14
_Tannas.see
041-C
and Vain.
Calloway County,
3924; Ray Roberts, night phone Street. Phone 753-2617. 0-21-t Paris.
1-C
Kentucky--- - -Fire Prevention
133-5583.
XERZONDITIONER for
-TM-or
By Dewey Ragsdale D C
110;204 467 FAIRLANE 500, four-door, '58 Plymouth. Call 436-5331.
Over 21 percent of all fires
HELP WANTED
V-8 automatic, power steering,
IT? start in the kitchen. A few
N-4-C
basic
factory air, white, new car
FOR RENT
cooking precautions can prevent
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
NOTICE
trade in, temporary title, $1675.NOTICE
fires. Never leave the kitchen
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or TWO-BEDROOM furnished
00. Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
a- 1964 CORVATR
convertible,
when broiling or frying foods.
female. Apply in person to Dari- partment. Zimmerman Apart- powerglide,
yellow, real sharp, PROFESSIONAL r•sid•nt• Inc., South 12th Street. Phone
Never let the heat get too high
Caslle, Chestnut Street
No merits, South lfith St. Call 753- Kentucky tags, $875.00. Dwain Ml painting.
Brush, roll, spray. 752-2617.
when broiling or frying. Keep
phone calls please.
TFC 6609.
0-29-C Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., South References. Free
estimates
the
range and the outside of pots
12th
Street.
Phone
753-2617.
Phone 753-3486.
Nov.-25-C 1963 LASABRE four door seWANTED: seamstress, part or SMALL BRICK house, singles or
and pans clean - grease splatters
0-31-C
dan, white, new car trade in,
full time. Experience preferred couples only. Available Nov. 1
and drips are tire hazards. If
FLOORS CLEANED, waxed, power steering,
power brakes,
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners. Call 753-5421 after 5 p. m.
buffed, home or office. By day factory
flames
erupt, don't try to move
1968
OPEL
Cadette
station
waair, Kentucky tags,
0-29-C
0-29-C gon. white, four-speed
the pan. Burning grease that
, 15,000 week or month. Window clean- $975.00. Dwain Taylor Chevrospills can spread and cause severe
WANTED: Young man or mid- VALARAH LEE- Apartments, miles, blue interior, 80 horse- ing. Call 753-9509
TFC let, Inc., South 12th Street.
burns.
dle-aged man to work at Downs Murray's newest, South 16th. power, white wa1,1 tires, $1575.Phone 753-2617.
0-31-C
Poultry Farm, Hwy. 121. Ap- Street, unfurnished, two-bed- 00. Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
Don't try to douse a grease 7
1965 PONTIAC two-door, V-8
fire with water. The grease will
ply in person.
0-30-C room, carpet, air-conditioned, Inc., South 12th Street. Phone
107 North 4th Street
automatic, power steering, pow0-31-C
splatter and spread the fire.
electric heat, refrigerator, stove, 753-2617.
Next to Ledger & Times
WANTED: Woman or man for
er brakes, fractory air, power
Don't use flour - it can explode.
garbage disposal, dishwasher.
No Jobs to Small or Large
1967 OPED Cadette, two-door,
dry cleaning pick-up. Apply in
seats, Kentucky tags, new car
$150.00 per month, plus utiliA recommended extinguishing
to
air-conditioned,
be
person at Jones Fashion CleanAppreciate
radio,
d
blue,
trade in, $975.00. Dwain Tayties. Mature adults only. No
agent is baking soda, which Free Estimates
NOTICE
ers, 102 North 5th.
lor Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th
0-30-C pets. Shown by impoirement on- Kentucky tags, white wall tires,
when heated - creates carbon
$1075.00. Dwain Taylor ChevContact:
Street.
Phone
753-2617.
0-31-C
N-1-C rolet, Inc., South
dioxide gas that smothers the
WANTED: Night cook at K & N ly. Phone 753-4974.
12th Street.
fire. Toss soda by handfuls onto
Root Beer. No experience nec- TWO-BEDROO
1967
CHEVROL
ET
Caprice,
hone
753-2617.
two
0-31-C
M furnished athe base of the fire after first
dsiy.
door hardtop, white, black vinyl
0-30-C partment. Central heat and airturning off the source of heat.
top, bucket seats, power steerWANTED: Girl for general of- conditioning. Carpeted. Avail- 1966 OPEL Cadette station waing, power brakes, factory air„
able
November
Phone
1.
753- gon, $975.00. Dwain Taylor Between 1:00 a. in. and
fice work. Clerical nature No
Kentucky tags, AM-FM radicy
typing required. Send resume 8611 days or 753-4331 alter 4:30 Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th
5:00 a. In.
$2475.00. Dwain Taylor Chev0-30-P Street. Phone 753-2617. 0-31-C
to P. 0. Box 92-V, Murray, Ken- p. m
rolet Inc.,- South 12th Street.
'
tucky.
0-30-C A TRAILER.
Phone 753-3617.
See Brandon Dill 1969 CHEVY Van, yellow, 6,0-31-C
FOR YOUR home remodeling,
DD/G-DONG! Christmas selling after 4:00 p. m. at Dill's Trailer 000 miles, one-owner. Kentucky additions and repairs. Free
1966
estiMERCURY
Comet,
twostarts early with Avon - earn Court at the Murray Drive-In tags, radio, $1975.00. Dwain mates.
Call 753-6123.
TFC door hardtop, temporary tags.
$U for your Christmas in spare Theatre entrance. No phone Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., South
$875.00. Dwain Taylor Chevro0-30-C 12th Street. Phone 753-2617.
time near your home. Start now. calls, couples only.
WILL CONTRACT new houses.
let Inc., South 12th Street.
Call or write Mrs. Evelyn L.
General
repair
work
and
addiFURNISHED very desirable onePhone 753-2617.
0-31-C
Brown, Avon Mgr., Shady Grove
bedroom apartment between 1968 CHEVROLET pick-up, V-8, tions. Phone 753-3366. Nov. 16-C
Road, Marion, Ky. 42064, 965University and town. Couple or standard shift, blue, Kentucky
3363.
0-31-C single person only. Private en- tags, one-owner, new car trade
trance. 753-1299.
NOTICE
0-31-C in, $1775.00. Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th
WANTED: Cook and Salad mak- TWO-BEDROOM
1 - 15 Foot by Nine Feet Six Inches. Selected Polyester
unfurnished
Street. Phone 753-2617. 0-31-C
er. Apply in person at Owen's partment. Phone
Pile, antique gold color. Reg. Price 127.20 __ Now $85
753-5079.
Food Mkt., 1409 West Main.
0-31-C 1968 CHEVROLET Van, power1- Fifteen Foot by Nine Feet Two Inches. Nylon Pile,
0-31-C
Call
NICE FURNISHED apartment glide, windows all around, blue,
twin tone shag, moss color. Reg. Price 74.35 Now $50
for two. All private, electric Kentucky tags, $1275.00. Dwain
WANTED TO BUY
1 -Fifteen Foot by Fourteen Feet Four Inches. Random
heat. Two blocks from Univer- Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., South
WANTED: A dry cleaning store sity. Available now. Phone 753- 12th Street. Phone 753-2617.
sheared 100% continuous filament nylon, Roman gold
753-3114
Made Fresh Daily
0-31-C
and plant in or near Murray. 2672.
color.
0-31-C
ar
Now S94.50
IN SACKS OR BULK
Write giving details to P. 0.
yellow,
vinyl
1969
black
XL,
NOTICE
1
-Twelve
Foot
32-C, Murray, Kentucky.
•
by
Ten
Foot.
Heavy
shag
made
of Kodel
top, AM-FM stereo radio, Ken- EXPERT TYPIST desires work
0-29-C
Polyester Pile. Frosty avacado color. Reg. Price
October 31st is the last day tucky tags, bucket seats and to be done at home. Will do cor142.35
Now NS
ANTED. Oct. 7, Ledger & to pay City of Murray property console, power steering, power respondence, billing, addresMEAT MARKET
Please bring to the Led- taxes to avoid a 10% penalty brakes, automatic, factory air, sing, and reports. Fast service!
1
-Twelve
Foot
109
by
Twelve
North
5th
Foot
Two
Inch.
Multi
All
level
you doctors, lawyers, insur.
r & Times office.
TFNC that will be added November new ear trade in. Has been
random sheared. 100% continuous filament Nylon.
1st Taxes are payable at the $3275.00, marked down to ance agents, and businessmen
moss green color. Very heavy. Reg. 127.20 __ Now $tS
WANTED. Used adding ma- office of the City Clerk, City $2975.00. Dwain Taylor Chevro- who are months behind in your
chine. Phone 753-5401. 0-30-C Hall Building
0-30-C let, Inc., South 12th Street. reports and correspondence give
1- Twelve Foot by Eleven Foot. Mohawk's best indoorPhone 753-2817.
0-31-C me a call. All work kept conFronk
outdoor carpet. Made of solution dyed Acrilan. forest
HELD IN DEATHS
fidential,
Call
after
5:00
p.
in
NOTICE
NOTICE
Woyke Jr. iloweri, 26-Yearblue
color.
Reg.
Price
1968 PLYMOUTH Satellite with Telephone 753-7570.
119.25
Now
In
'TFC
old Chicagoi auto mechanic.
power steering, brakes and
1- Twelve Foot by Nine Foot Eleven Inches. Heavy shag
has been charged with murwindows, air-conditioning, ster- APPRENTICE Beauty operator
of Kodel Polyester, gold treasure color. Reg. 142.35.
der in the fatal beating of
eo tape and vinyl top. Phone needs job. Full time or part
his mother and grandmothet
753-3710 after 6:00 p. in. 0-30-C time. Phone 436-5602 days.
The three things to look for in buying a Color TV:
Now $015
0-31-P
In a suburban Oak Park.
I. SERVICE Bob Randolph.
1 -Twelve Foot by Eight Foot Eight Inches. Indoor-outhotel., The victims, beaten
* * *
2 PERFORMANCE
First total automatic color on
- door style made of continuous filament pereulon
by the fists and feet of an
tee rnaraet.
LOST & POUND
rnok-ccesors of the modern
Canyon gold color.
S46
enrsiged astutilant. according,.
3. NAME BRAND Magnavox
Se
LOST: Shakespear hunting 'bow, deer were no larger than I
to police, were Woyke's •
1 -Twelve Foot by Nine Foot Six Inches,• Textured Loop
WE HAVE ALL THREE!
lost in LBL Saturday. U found eats about 25 minion years ago.
mot
e. 114ea. Ch.6ti..,-Pile
of
_100%
continuous
COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU
filament
Nylon, avacado moss
* ,* *
•
call 733-2900.
-N-1-P
Woyke 'top right,. 5k. and
color.
WHAT WE HAVE
"
Nies. Anna Jacoplan. about
LOST:.. black Poodle, name
Pearl jewelry goes will.) all
hi'. of Stratford, Conn. Ne,
I -Fifteen by Twelve Feet. Tip sheared 100`4 Polyester
'Pierre. in vicinity of Loch- Lo- costumes,
from velvets to crepes
tether P.41-v Frank Woyko
Dixieland Center
Chestnut Street
pile. Saffron gold color. Exceed F N.A. standavis.
mond and 16th Street. Phone to
sportsweer
i
iti,p loft. was asleep In
Sr.
•
Phone 753 7575
.Reg. 179.20
Itch
•
0-31-C
.
Now $119
:,n,ahar room

•

59t
69
99c

&

Se/47frovie
AfifitkentRne
AUTOS FOR SALE

=NMI

LEDGER

READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?

LEACH'S MUSIC & T.V.

753-1662.

GET
ATTENTION

••••
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Something New in Education

&

TIMES

—

Homecoming..

MURRAY.

WEDNESDAY — OCTOBER 29, 1969

agwrucair

Temple Hill Lodge
To Meet Saturday

Voice-Controlled Teaching Machine

Lettuce Lover

•
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UN)Maj. John Bibb, a veteran of
the War of 1812 and Jan enthusiastic gardener, developed
Bibb lettuce about 1870 at his
home here on Petticoat lane.
Bibb was in his 80s at the' time
and lived to be 95.

Rites Thursday
For Mrs. Brown

Troop 77

(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued From Page 1)
Temple
Hill
bodge
No.
276
she can reign throughout all
Funeral services for Mrs ed their badge of office while
Free and Accepted Masons will
the Homecoming activities.
A. Brown will be held at the same time the responsibEssie
in
meet
a stated meeting on
Centered on the Homecoming
Thursday
at 11 a. m. the First ilities were named.
By JAMES NEVIN MILLER
theme of "A Show of Victory," Saturday, November 1, at seven
The officers are Chuck HusiUnited
Methodist
Church with
Co petrol Press Association
the parade will leave the camp- p. m. at the Masonic Hall.
Dr. Samuel R_ Dodson, Jr., of- ung, senior patrol leader; Steve
Corr,spondent
Past
Masters
night
work
in
us at 9:30 a.m., march to downPorter, assistant senior patrol
ficiating.
LAFAYETTE, Ind. — A Pur* * *
town Murray on Main Street, the first or second degree will
leader; Lynn Rogers, scribe;
will
Burial
be
in
the
due professor has developed
Murray
circle the courthouse square, be held.
Mikel Burkeen, librarian, Ron"the first completely voice-conCemetery
with
the
arrangeExcereise good for oldsters
and return to the campus on
trolled teaching machine," and
ments by the J. H. Churchill nie Billington, patrol leader;
Olive Blvd.
OSLO, Norwa cl Ply
1 Funeral Home where friends Mark Thurman, assistant patis putting it through its paces
Texas wars on rats
Included in the parade will
in a laboratory on the universtudy by a gerentology institute may call.
rol leader; Bobby Knight, patAUSTIN, Tex. (UPI) - The in Oslo shows moderate ewerbe the Murray State marching
sity's campus at West LafayMrs. Brown, age 80, wife of rol leader; Mike Alexander, asette.
band, the Queen's float, the State Health Department is cise was in no way injurious to the late Claud Brown, died sistant patrol leader.
•
Prof. Ronald J'. Swallow's
81st Army band from Ft. Camp- sponsoring urban rat control the health of senior citizens. Monday at 5:55 p. m. at the
After the ceremony punch
"electronically motivated device
bell, 10 high school bands, 13 courses -- half lecture and half
The investigators said the par- Murray
County Hos- and cookies were served by
consists
a digital computer.
organizational floats, fraternity field work.
pital. She was a member of the Arrow Patrol.
ticipants, aged 70 to 81, had
linked to a memory unit, a miOfficials said the six -dab ses- feeling of well-being and relax- First United Methodist Church, Troop 77 meets each Mondity
sweethearts, four girl drill uncrophone.. and a filtering sysits, and Murray-Calloway Coun- sions across the state are an ation as a result of the excerSurvivors are one son, CUL in the basement of the educattem." It is still in an early
ty Shriners on motorcycles.
effort to combat an alarming cise. Because of reduced mo- ton Brown, and one grandaugh- ional building of the First
stage of development. but looks
Miss Murray State — Jerry increase in rats and mice.
bility of joints, walking seemed ter, Miss Noel Brown, both of Christian Church at 6:30 p m.
promising as a new educational
Sue Pritchett of Earlington —
State workers estimate more hetter than bicycling.
Asheville, N. C.; one brother, Any boys interested in Scouttool that could be useful in
will also have a float in the than 1,000 Texans, mainly
V. E. Windsor of Murray; two ing are invited to attend
most grades of school or colinparade.
half brothers, Catus and Hubert
fants and toddlers, are bitten
* * *
lege.
School bands participating are by rodents each
Windsor of Paris. Tenn.; two
The machine's objective. ac- Purdue Prof. R. J. Swallow, inventor of the voice-controlled teachyear.
And
Andrew Hallidie inve.nted San
Adult largnuouth bass (fool half sisters, Mrs. Gladys Tyler
cording to:3 the professor, -is to ing machine, here watches a voice pattern on an oscilloscope. from Central City, North Mar- rats are believed to cause 5 to
Francisco's famed cable cars,
shall, Lone Oak, Mayfield, Lyon 25 per cent
allow a teacher to record anof all fires of un- close to shore a great deal, near of Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Dealswers and store thenr in eorn- • Id instructions. More specifical- terms of what individualized in- County, Owensboro, Murary known origin- by gnabeng
reen Johnson of Cleveland, vvhich first climbed a fog-swept
in- the surface at twilight and in
hill on Aug. I, 1873,
puter memory; to permit a stu- ly: the teacher can verbally tell struction machines can make High, South Marshall, Benton, sulation off electric
Ohio,
deeper
water
at
midday.
wires.
"
and Murray Junior High.
dent to 'talk in' his answers, the Machine to type out text possible."
material
and questions in prop• *
and finally, to have the comThe drill -units in the parade
THE PROFESSOR explains will be the Juniorettes from
puter serve as an unbiased er order for the student. Whereupon the machine will wait that there are many voice vari- Paducah, the
judge of success or failure."
North Marshall
-after each question'until it gets ations between speakers. For Jet
Steppers, the ,South Maran
answer
by
voice.
example, differences in pitch shall Rebelettes and the MurPROFESSOR SWALL OW
For example, a question could between male and female. So he ray State University
elaborates: "Sounds 'simple, But
Fillies.
words are made up of segments, he: "How much' is 2 plus fl?" had to design what he calls a -Beginning at 11 am. is
the
some long and some short. The student answers "six." The "filtering system" that could annual
alumni
smorgasbord
Equal weight must be given • machine types a response compensate for' the variations. luncheon in the ballroom
of
People differ widely, too, in the Student
both types for recognition. Too. *!rong.•' or "riot 6." as the
Union Building.
teacher
wishes.
student
The
how they pronounce syllables. Serving will
there are many voice variations
continue until 12:between speakers, and a teacher then tries a g a i•n or, if the It was necessary to devise a 30 p.m
Tickets are ;2 each.
teacher's
strategy
so dictates. - technique. The professor calls
must be allowed to record his
Having defeated East Tenanswers,•
regardless of whether the machine may take the stu- it -see - saw sequence search- nessee
State 30-17 at last year's
GOV'T INSPECTED WHOIE (Cut-Up ___ lb. 29c)
his voice patterns are represen- dent back through some earlier ing." And this, in effect, looks
tative enough of all patterns, learning stages in order to pro- for and quickly finds what Homecoming, the Racers will
whether male, female, or re- • vide more fundamental instruc- should be corresponding parts clash with the Maroons of Eastgional areas such as Southern tion before asking the questibn of•a word however uttered by a ern Kentucky in their seventh
FROM
again.
speaker; and then matches the game of the seams and their
or Bostonian."
•
6
parts to corresponding parts of fourth OVC gamir
The system utilizes a ,comNOW the student answers, 4a.n answer stored in the com- Pre-game ceremonies start at
puter and a filter bank at a
remote location, cabled to . an correctly "seven" into the mi- puter.
1:15 p.m. in Cutchin Stadium
KRAFT
CHOICE
electric typewriter, 'an oscillo- crophone. The machine tells him
Today 'the professor -is work- At this time, the winning floats
MINIATURE
"hcope and a _microphone. As a he is correct, goes on to pOse ing on improvements for suc- and displays will be announced
word is spoken into a micro- another question, and finally in- cessful recognitioi and match- and trophies will be awarded
phone it is broken up into a. se- structs hint on a new assign- ing of phrases. He hopes to de- to the two best high school
quence of frequency patterns. If ment
vise what he. terms "machine marching bands.
a:word is a. _correct-answer,sup.y•tem .-4,temeatitrattee- acia-ptability." WhiLti no ra n s During half-time, Dr Harry
b 99
plied by the teacher. it is storesi tat we can' break' the voice that after the 'machine gas lis- M.
Sparks, MSU president, will
in the computer. If the word is barrier:: Prof. Swallow- says. tened briefly to an individual
introduce Dr. Forrest Pogue,
A-studerrrettnswer the machine 'What we Ant eventually is student, "it can quickly deterCotnpares' it to- the correct an- naturalness; coming as close as mine his peculiar speech char- executive director of the MarALL-JERSEY
possible to the human teaching aileristic.s and - automatically shall Foundation, who will de-.
vei
a,
memorial
statement
he--She teacher -ea* .ertirati... of -entre- cemititirrIca- mbrfies,•ini-lIffeRng meChanism
oring Congressman Everett.
type in text. questions and cod- tion while goinc• bevond it in , to accomodate them."
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(Continued From Page 1)
Horowitz, piano duo

•

Mrs. Myrtie Overby Dr. Lowry Speaker
Rites Incomplete
For Library Meet;
Murrayans Attend

Funeral arrangements remain
incomplete for Mrs. Myrtle
The local membership card will Ot 2rby of Murray Route Two
alsa admit you to three per- who died Sunday at eight p.m
formances at Paducah, Martin at the Murra -Callawa Count
and Paris Tor a total o w ve. ospit31 She was 5.7 years of
age and a member of the New
We think people generally are Hope Baptist Church in Graves
tired of dogmatic exprissions.I Caunty.
They want to know how things/--Streivors are - her husband,
in general apply to their own Artril Overby, ohe daughter,
particular situation.
Mrs. Christie Bell 'Morrow; twd
sons. Jerry David Newiome and
The song "You Ain't Nothin Glen Carter; tWo grandchildren,
But a Houn
,Dog" took on add- Ronnie Baker Morrow and Mared meaning this week with the ign1 Carter.
acquisition by the second-,, oldFriends may call at the Max
est of a black and tan. This H,'Churchill Funeral Home.
monster has a sonorous voice
that fairly vibrates the atmosphere with its resonance. Being a hound dog is not necessarily a stigma. They are handsome brutes.

Dr. Pogue, a Murray State
faculty alugmus and graduate
of '31 who was Everett's professor at MSU and who worked
with the Tennessee Congressman in Washington, D.C., will
also explain the memorial scholarship drive set up in honor of
Everett, a '36 graduate of :HSU_
Dr. and Mrs. Sparks will Itpld
an open house for alumni at,
their home, . Oakhurst, -frottit
4:30 p.m. until 6:30 p.m.
At 6:15 p.m., in the reception
area on the first floor of the
Administration Building, two
plaques honoring Alumni Association past presidents and
past- secretaries will be unveiled.
Ending the Homecoming activities will be the closed dinner
in Winslow Cafeteria at 6:30
p.m. for alumni and the climactic Homecoming Dance at 8
.m. in the Waterfield Student
nien nuilding

Dr. C. S. Lowry, Chairman
Emeritus of the Social Science
Department of Murray State
Diveraitswill Jae .the luncheon speaker for the Kentucky
Library Association's College
and Reference Section in the
Seelback
Hotel's Oak Room,
Louisville, October 31.
He served for over 25 years
ad chairman of the Faculty Library: Committee during his 42
years teaching career at Murray State University and will
speak on "The Book in the Nonliterate Era."
The state library convention
is being held October 30-Novernber 1, at the Kentucky Hotel
in Louisville, and the following
Murray State University library
staff members are attending:
Mrs. Mamie Anderson, Chairman of the College and RefRalph McCuiston out on Mel
Funeral services for Mrs. An- erence Section
Charles F.
rose yesterday putting down nie Lewis, formerly of Calloway Hinds, Chairman of the Legisblacktop. Looking good as we Cdunty, atene held today at one lative Committee o KLA, Miss
drove by.
p.m at the Reorganized Church Ann Herron, Exhi its Chair
Mrs. Laurie
of Latter Day Saints in Joppa,
y, Mrs.
NEW YORK (UPI).- Stocks
The blacktop will go all the way
with Rev. Earl Phillips of- Lois Gregory, Mrs.
Belle opened mixed today in moderfrom Doran Road to Catalina, ficiating.
Overby, Mrs. Eva Ross, Mrs. ate turnover.
which provides another east
Graveside services were to be Quova Smith, Dan Steely, Mrs.
Analysts generally believe
west paved facility from 16th held today at ,3:30 p.m. in the Margaret Terhune, Mrs. Olivia that there is
little in the news
to 18th.
Stewart Cemetery in Calloway Turley, and Yushin Yoo.
budget to motivate traders and
County.
that the market is likely to
Another will be provided, when
Mrs, Lewis, age 86, died Mondrift along until President
Sycamore is cut through t o day. Her husband. George LewNixon
delivers
his
policy
12th. This part of Sycamore will is, passed away in March of
address
on
Vietnam
next
border the new Murray High 1968. She is survived by two
Monday.
School property:
sons, Raymond W. Lewis of
Shortly after the opening, the
Murray and WiTliarn Tom LewUPI
marketwide
indicator
Saturday is Homecoming at is of Paducah; one half sister,
showed a loss of 0.03 per cent
Murray State. Full day ()West'. Mrs. Kitty Lawrence of Almo;
Westvaco
Paper Company on 477 issues crossing the tape.
The
vity planned.
thirteen grandchildren; several has a special opportunity again
There were 171 declines, and
.
great graadchildren.
this fall for all youth groups 149 advances,
understood
never
thing
we
\\Onit
that are sponsored (4-H, Bo y
Electronics were mire d,
about those homecoming dancScouts, Girl Scouts, and F. F. A.) while
oils edged higher. Steels
es. They have some contemporto receive "free" of charge showed
a steady tone.
ary group playing for the func1,000 pine seedlings to set out
In the chemicals, Du Pont
tion which the present students
on their own farm land for aeased ',a to 116, but Eastman
dig, but which the alumni could
demonstration.
not follow if their lives depend- 'fhe Happy Goodman Family,
If you are interested in this Kodak gained 1,2 to 771,2.
Penn Central dipped 1,:s to
ed on it.
well-known gospel singing group special opportunity to start your
..
from Madisonville, will appear own private forest at home then 341,2 among the rails, while
This year's homecoming par- in the South Fulton High Boyce McCuist
County Rang- United Aircraft lost 1 8 to 47 in
lde promises to be one of the School Gym. South Fulton, er for the Divi on of Forestry, Its group.
Fairchild Camera slid 2 to
most 'entertaining. The local, Tenn.; for a gospel singing pro- urges each gir: or boy who is
in the electronics, RCA
Shrine Club is bringing sevenal gram Thursday night. October a member of an rganized youth
Shrine groups in from t he 30, beginning at eight o'clock. group willing
plant these dipped '4 to 4234, and Linen
Madisonville District to partici- The program is being spon- tree seedlings take care of also was 1 4 lower at 5614, On
pate, clowns (all from Murray sored by the South Fulton Unit- them to contact is or her lead- the other hand, Sperry Rand
and Benton), and possibly mo- ed Methodist Church and pro- er of the group, and they in rose '4 to 477e, and National
torcycle and horse groups.
ceeds will be channeled into turn will contact the District Cash Register 3,4 to 148,
In the oils, Standard of Ohio
the Church building fund. Office in Mayfield.
The Lions decended on us' en Tickets for adults are .$1.50
Species which can be obtain- edged up 'e to 100, Cities
masse last night. Here comes each and children under twelve are Whitt Pine or Loblolly Service
to 481 4, Natomas
he Pine. The trees should be plant- to 72, and Atlantic Richfield
Lt. Col. Pugh at the front door years of age, 50 cents.
/
1
4
with some light bulbs and here public is invited.
ed in a protective area from to 971 4 . Gulf oil traded a block
comes 0. B Boone at the aide
fire and from grazing livestock. of 20,600 shares at 33 M.
door with more light bulbs. One
FREE PUPPIES
If you want these trees, please changed.
thing you c-an say for the Lions,
notify your leader, orders for
U.S. Steel rose -'13 uto 38' e
they are thorough when they
Free to someone for pets, two the trees are already being tak- following a bright earnings
set out to do something.
friendly puppies, one black, en by the Division of Forestry, report. Bethlehem was unlong hair about 6 months old 247-3913 or 247-3941.
changed at 293,4, but both issues
All for a good cause however. and one white short hair about
were higher in later activity,
Proceeds go toward helping, nicnths old Would make nice 6 VkI
In the automotive- is.0(6
'110/:111.1kCi au& AWE.
0.
o114
--W1In cannot ac
pe s
‘ciiivia arc Om ut,l -two joio
eral Motors eased /
1
2 to
loos
rek. sis :winners in -one 75l e , but Chrysler and Fqrd
More frost this morning.
market suffereCats most cata dr% 011 Na4.%% Nul'IN race 'tracks held unchanged at 41's and 44,
respectively. American Niotors
during
10 scar,.
October 29. 1929 the stock strophic Alash in history.
was steady at 11,

Mrs. Annie Lewis
Rites Held Today

NSW

8 oz

PLUM PUDDING
691
JELL-0 _ 3/33e

Easy fixin' 25°
corn-crisped chicken
with Orditirp
.
f
bO
irt
i
i
i
rd

MEATS

*

Fryers
25
Round
Steak
TENDER
IiiiuteSteaks lb1.0
HAMS
55
59
BACON
TENDERIZED

Shank Portion

it

BAG AND BAKE

lb

SLICED AS MIXED CHOPS
Richelieu Extra Long Grain

Rice

box 270

Kraft

MacI/Cheese Dinner - 290
Del Monte

29

3535

Kraut
4- 2 can

Bush's

Gr. Nor'n Beans - - 2 29
cane
for

4t,v PORK LOIN

„

anyway.

Long ti
w.erda
iyuest

loi
beeashIov

ed on 1
sewer lit
lay the
(Conti

Thi

Lamb Roast Chops

Sto
Hu

PRODUCE

TURNIPS
GREEN BEANS
RED GRAPES
GRAPEFRUIT
APPLES

Oe
29'
I 9"
I Or

4 lb hag

490

Three
er hay(
accofromhc
rdit
ty an T
Stubble
misAedle.snvi
Mrs. Ou
were i
eight a.
double
mu
blteth71.

Tuead
Concord
uI
ignugn awe
303
cans

HELP PREVENT SPREAD
OF COLDS
14 0/

Yelloweye Peas - 3 35

$1

29

Bush's

Glen Valley

2 29

LANOLIN RICH
or
EXTRA DRY SKIN

# 303 can

Peas
Stokely's Sliced or Whole

Beets
Mt. Farm

WOODBURY keg.

303
cans

Spinach

2

503
('SUMns 3
9

•

49C

Cake Mix

home c
lives 11,
esce
Model
Ftoebucl
stolen
12 soo
n
Mrs.

sa
twa
he
idrdarr
gfhC
(
persons

Clout
cioudin
with a
portion
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° tnheid

3boxes

21 lbs

Peanut Butter

stutem

while h
at
ing
The

BETTY CROCKER

4 lb big

Gr. Nor'n Beans

ONLY

LOTION c:, 630
a
DON'T FORGET
Popcorn OCT.
31st

490 2lbs.25

Green Tomato or Hot Pepper

Relish

Pal

You car
sbta
rote
wnniei
always
get mor

lic

lb

WE

Bush's

Dried

56emitirt
our ty;
blank ne
ly thin;
'-now is
men to

303 can

I (an

Bush's

II

Se(

BRTAR'S THRIFTY - SLICED

Today's
Stock Market Stewed Tomatoes -

Pine Seedlings
Available Free To
Organized Groups

Happy Goodman
Family At Fulton

'SOUR CREAM
44'
Cross & Blackwell

*

•
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Sender,
District
lag at

Kent
station
O tion
nBark
o2
station
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